Role of openness in industrial internet platform providers’ strategy

Industrial internet, Industry 4.0 and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) can be collectively defined as industrial systems that integrate computational and physical capabilities of machines in order to provide advanced analytics and interact with humans. Industrial internet platforms allow the industrial companies to manage data, information and knowledge effectively within and between product lifecycle phases. Industrial internet platform’s openness plays a very important role in decision making related to platform selection for industrial companies. This paper focuses on various dimensions of openness and how it effects the strategy of platform owners or providers and how this strategy effects in short and long term to their end-users. In order to analyze the above Kaa IoT and PTC ThingWorx have been analyzed to understand the impact of openness dimensions on their strategy and business.
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A method for analyzing practicing managers’ perception on the disruptive nature of digitalization in machine-building industry

The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate a technology foresight method where Visual Analogue Scale is used with an experimental survey design to investigate views and perceptions of possible future disruption caused by digitalization in an established machine-building industry. We demonstrate the usability of the method in detecting differences in future worldviews of practicing managers with results highlighting polarized responses with significant clustering among groups. For example, the respondents that were inclined to view that digital technologies are disruptive, i.e. change the paradigm of value creation in machine-building, also viewed that it is more related to service and business models than products and operation. Digitally enabled concepts like open innovation and industrial internet were perceived to be more disruptive drivers than the digital technologies themselves.
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Mechanisms of disruptive technological change: Case studies in transformation of traditional industries

The purpose of the manuscript is to use grounded theory building method to investigate three industry contexts that show disruptive innovations based in digital technologies that change the dynamics in industry competition. Specifically, we investigate the mechanisms of disruption in these cases and seek common features of change. Our analysis builds on mechanisms as detecting actors, their properties, and start- and end-states of the system under change and activities of the actors that bring about the change. Our analysis shows common themes that are exhibited throughout all the cases. One of these mechanisms is de-coupling of traditional value chain activities. These de-coupling mechanisms are driven by the formation of innovation ecosystems rather than traditional value chains. This is further accelerated by the emergence of platforms and digital technologies at large. We propose, based on our results, some fundamental mechanisms that are driving industry transformation due to digitalization. We also discuss managerial and theoretical implications of our results in detail.
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Cross-functional integration for managing customer information flows in a project-based firm

The delivery of integrated solutions requires effective integration both between organizations and across various functions within the project-based firm. While earlier research has focused on how project-based firms integrate the resources and capabilities of suppliers, research on intra-organizational integration in projects is scant. In this study, we scrutinize integration between the sales, project operations and services functions of a project-based firm, to identify the required management support in solution deliveries. The focus is on the flow of customer information between these functions during the different phases of a solution delivery project. Drawing on 14 interviews, we identify eight integration mechanisms in three cross-functional interfaces. We find that the utilization of integration mechanisms varies strongly in the different project phases.
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Integrating micro-level interactions with social network analysis in tie strength research: the edge-centered approach

A social tie is a target for ongoing, high-level scientific debate. Measuring the tie strength in social networks has been an important topic for academic studies since Mark Granovetter’s seminal papers in 1970’s. However, it is still a problematic issue mainly for two reasons: 1) existing tie strength measurements may not reflect the true social connections of individuals accurately enough, and 2) many different methods to gather data from social media are not applicable anymore due to different data openness issues. In addition, we have only little empirical knowledge of the actual tie strengthening process in online social networks. Therefore, we suggest a new approach to tie strength research, which focuses on studying communication patterns (edges) more rather than actors (nodes) in a social network.
Using crowdfunding for extracting feedback: literature review

During the last few years, crowdfunding has grown in importance as an alternative source of finance for various types of purposes. It has quickly evolved into a commonly used tool to help entrepreneurs getting products developed, and furthermore, is a way for innovative, small organizations to access capital since the financial crisis. However, only very recently, it has been noticed that the significant value of crowdfunding lies in its ability to enable learning from crowdfunding backers and receive useful and interesting feedback from them in various manners. The purpose of the study was to review and better understand the various business-related novel and rapid means of crowdfunding to provide useful information and feedback. To our knowledge, no earlier systematic literature reviews have been carried out on this topic. To study the topic, we carried out a literature review on empirical academic journal articles on crowdfunding between 2005--2016, making use of Fink's [6, 7] process model of systematic literature review. On the basis of our review, we can state that crowdfunding is a very interesting and useful approach as a feedback channel for various types of business organizations. Even though feedback was not commonly the main goal in crowdfunding campaigns, it was noted to be very important outcome in the reviewed articles. Managerially, this study enables for instance start-ups, entrepreneurs and managers to evaluate the usefulness of crowdfunding as a means for gaining various types of feedback, new information and knowledge.

Designing green marketing across industries: a conceptual framework and implications for consumers and transdisciplinary research

Understanding what marketing messages trigger sustainable consumer behavior is one of the key issues for companies to be able to design effective green marketing. The goal of this paper is to present a conceptual framework for a green marketing approach that includes product, industry, production processes, and supply chain specific considerations to be utilized in the design of green product marketing for the mass markets. Based on a literature review, we have created a conceptual framework with industry-specific aspects on the basis of unique features in seven industrial sectors that are of relevance to the personal needs of consumers from an environmental perspective, but are focusing on the product-specific aspects of the marketed products. The originality of this study lies in the proposition that green marketing should use the actual product features as a starting point and not focus only on green consumers. The greenness of a product should be an additional dimension that adds to the competitiveness of the product when compared to conventional products. Theoretically, we propose that a transdisciplinary approach that integrates sustainable supply chain management perspectives to green marketing would benefit companies designing green marketing approaches and consumers making green product choices.
In this paper, we examine the managing of the full innovation process, from visioning to commercialisation, in extensive networks. By drawing on the IMP, strategic network, and innovation network literatures, we develop a comprehensive picture of the management activities when 'mobilizing', 'orchestrating', and 'involving' actors in working towards the innovation aim in such network settings. Through using two longitudinal case studies – the one pursuing radical and the other incremental innovation - we provide an empirically refined understanding of seven key management activities (motivating, resourcing, goal setting/refining, consolidating, coordinating, controlling, and leveraging), which are needed throughout the innovation process to turn the diversity of an innovation network into an opportunity rather than an obstacle. We demonstrate how actor diversity and the type of innovation (radical or incremental) shape the management activities, and map a dynamic actor composition that evolves alongside the innovation process. The longitudinal data highlights the consequences of the presence or lack of management activities, and the interlinkages between activities throughout the process. Our findings also provide insights for practitioners on how to cope with the increasing tendency to involve diverse stakeholders in innovation by pinpointing the critical management activities that can be employed.
The role of weak ties in enhancing knowledge work

The purpose of this research paper is to explore the collaboration in knowledge worker’s performance from the organizational perspective and decompose most relevant contributing factors. A systematic literature review based on Fink’s model [1] was conducted, 22 key journal articles were selected for further analysis. This research sheds light on the use of weak ties in knowledge workers’ related tasks, seeking answers towards what context knowledge workers can make use of weak ties in their tasks and for what purposes. A constructive pattern is built to advance some effective measures in knowledge work. Since the focus of the study was on knowledge work-related tasks, there is a possibility that dissimilar evaluations would have arisen if the focus had been on non-knowledge work relevant tasks. This study has gone some way towards enhancing organizations' understanding of the significance of weak ties in knowledge workers' performance. The originality of this paper lies in taking a new look at opportunities of weak ties towards knowledge workers, revisit the significance of weak ties
Ecosystem approach on medical game development: The relevant actors, value propositions and innovation barriers

This paper explores the medical game ecosystem and reveals the reciprocal value propositions of the relevant actors of medical game ecosystems, as well as barriers that may be complicating or hindering realization of the value propositions. The case comprises an emerging medical game ecosystem in Finland in the traumatic brain injury (TBI) rehabilitation context. This study presents 12 actor groups, their value propositions, and the barriers between the actors. This paper gives a comprehensive view of the actual medical game ecosystem that is needed to utilize the full potential of gamification and serious games in the health care sector.

Network management in the era of ecosystems: Systematic review and management framework

Business-to-business (B2B) and business network scholars have begun adopting an "ecosystem" approach to describe the increasing interdependence and co-evolution of contemporary business and innovation activities. Although the concept is useful in communicating these issues, the challenge is the lack of overall understanding of the added value of the approach, its particular theoretical logic, and its links to network management. This systematic review analyzes the usage of the ecosystem concept in B2B journals and its implications for network management. Common themes are distilled, the specific features of the ecosystem approach are examined, and four categories of the ecosystem approach are identified: (a) competition and evolution; (b) emergence and disruption; (c) stable business exchange; and (d) value co-creation. We also examine shifts in management opportunities and challenges related to these developments. Finally, we suggest a revised network management framework, where we address the implications of utilizing an ecosystem layer for the analysis, as well as using the ecosystem as a perspective in the management of business and innovation networks. Overall, this study contributes to the literature by providing a coherence-seeking, systematic outlook on the increasingly useful, but still nascent and ambiguously utilized ecosystem approach.
Knowledge sharing in knowledge collectivity: case digitalization in industrial network

Knowledge sharing (KS) in the inter-organizational setting is not widely researched area. However, in temporary organizations such as projects, sharing expert knowledge is essential and may take place in knowledge collectivities, i.e., Collectivities of Practices (CIP). Due to CIPs' often temporary nature, time and socialization are lacking, thus efficient KS practices are required. The complexity of projects may also necessitate CIPs to cross organization boundaries, forming inter-organizational CIPs, IO-CIPs. Therefore, a better understanding of intra-organizational practices overlapping inter-organizational KS is called for. This paper contemplates on who should participate and how the process of boundary spanning KS should be put into practice in IO-CIP context. We present a case of a network-dependent focal company aiming to form a new digitalization strategy, which requires boundary-spanning knowledge management (KM) approaches. We concentrate both on intra- and inter-organizational steps needed for developing a digitalization roadmap eventually encompassing the whole network. Based on case observations we conclude that KS in industrial IO-CIP context involves multiple internal and external stakeholders, which also play facilitating roles in KS process. The results also reveal that it is possible to achieve KS in a larger group with a stepwise, well-facilitated and goal-oriented approach that involves experts into practices gradually. Additionally, complex phenomena in industrial networks, such as digitalization, requires other processes of KM besides KS: knowledge transfer for explicit knowledge and knowledge creation at the network level, too. Thus, in IO-CIP setting, KM processes of the company and network should be approached holistically, aiming at an overall view. The results shed light on KS in inter-organizational setting, particularly the overlap between intra-organizational practices and inter-organizational KS within knowledge collectivities. We contribute to boundary spanning inter-organizational KS by adding a description of the KS practices in CIPs, which is based on the theory of social constructivism of knowledge, and expand the viewpoint of the CIP-concept also towards inter-organizational setting.
Exploring institutional drivers and barriers of the circular economy: A cross-regional comparison of China, the US, and Europe

The Circular Economy (CE) has been identified as a sustainable alternative to the current linear economic model. Thus far, research on the circular economy has focused on methods for better conserving the value in material flows. As the CE is currently being adopted as a sustainable development strategy in, e.g., China and the EU, identifying and comparing the drivers of and barriers to CE implementation would be beneficial for the acceleration of the development path. To contribute toward this research area, we built on institutional theory via a multiple case study covering China, the US, and Europe. We analyzed each region as an institutional environment and considered manufacturer and integrator types of value chain actors due to their central role in CE implementation. As our key findings, we identified that the general drivers of the CE from each institutional environment support recycling as the primary CE action, while support for other CE types appears to be lacking. Regulatory measures have primarily driven increased recycling efforts on both the integrator and manufacturer sides. Similarly, identified normative indicators overwhelmingly point toward recycling, while increasing reuse faces cultural-cognitive barriers. Between regions, China differs due to its informal sector and strong regulative institutional support. We conclude that to improve institutional support for the CE and allow it to fulfill its potential as a sustainable growth model, diversified institutional support for reducing the products produced and materials used as well as increasing reuse are needed.
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Ecosystem creating experiences: a case from pediatric health care

Purpose – Recent discussion on reformation of healthcare systems to tackle rising healthcare costs has increased interest towards applying ecosystem thinking in healthcare. Despite the increased interest, little is known about the ecosystem that co-creates the healthcare services and importantly customer experiences in healthcare, namely patient experiences. As there has been no detailed investigations of the composition of ecosystem actors and actors’ roles in the healthcare ecosystem, this paper will map and provide an overview to the healthcare ecosystem in a pediatric healthcare context.

Design/Methodology/Approach – Study draws on selected literature from the fields of customer experience research and service ecosystem and explores actors participating to experience co-creation in a pediatric healthcare context. Study is based on qualitative interviews with 23 healthcare professionals and with 6 ecosystem actors. From this data, we map the ecosystem actors and their roles in the ecosystem.

Findings – Key findings show that pediatric healthcare service ecosystem is complex and comprises heterogeneous set of actors that participate to children’s patient experience co-creation. We identify four actor categories participating to experience co-creation, namely 1) healthcare actors, 2) social and welfare services actors, 3) family, friends and other social group actors and 4) ecosystem supportive actors. These categories include total of 11 different sub-categories for actors from hospital and social settings having effect and role in customer experience co-creation of patients.

Research implications – The paper builds contribution by increasing understanding on ecosystems co-creating customer experiences particularly in health care context. Our findings imply that customer experience and service management research should extend their view from only examining customer experiences in a service setting to a broader view that includes also customer’s social settings.

Originality/value – This paper contributes by providing a detailed mapping on the ecosystem co-creating customer experiences in healthcare settings – the aspect that has been missing from the earlier customer experience research.
The front end of radical manufacturing technology innovations

The creation of Radical Manufacturing Technology Innovations (RMTI) is necessary for the renewal and enhanced productivity of manufacturing processes. There is a need to understand different strategies for managing the front end of RMTI in manufacturing firms. We conducted an embedded multiple-case study in three firms with different RMTI strategies. The results show different extents of formal roles, involved departments and documentation in RMTI, and differences in organizing the RMTI front end. All case companies had carried out the front end of RMTI successfully and repeatedly. The contributions include alternative strategies for managing the front end of RMTI successfully.

Decision making on strategic value at the front end of system delivery projects

Projects can be considered as value-creating processes. The definition of strategic value is important in the front end of system delivery projects, but also uncertain and susceptible to stakeholders’ interpretations. This study explores project-based firms’ decision-making on strategic value in system delivery projects. A case study with a system provider in process industry reveals external and internal sources of strategic value, and a collaborative approach to decision making. Decision making on strategic value requires customers and suppliers to engage in jointly understanding needs, evaluating joint benefits from collaboration, and understanding of both parties’ value creation capacities in the long term.
Knowledge transfer and work productivity
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Examining service experiences: comparing methods to capture children's experiences

Purpose – Recent discussion on the service-dominant logic (SDL) and interest of studying service experiences in different contexts have been increased. However, this has brought up a new methodological challenge for contemporary research. Research methods used, need to capture experiences in the contexts of value co-creation while taking dimensions affecting to experience co-creation into account. This challenges researchers to adapt their methodology to be suitable for the context of studied phenomenon. This paper will provide a set of methodological snapshots applicable for SDL and service research in a context of healthcare services for children and their families.

Design/Methodology/approach – Study draws on selected literature from the fields of service research and healthcare services and tests new methods of capturing experiences in a special experience context of children’s healthcare. We analyze and report a set empirical studies applying of qualitative and quantititative approaches for investigating experience in a special research field of children’s healthcare experience. These methodological approaches include probing, structured and unstructured interviews and surveys. We review and compare the key characteristics of the methods and their respective benefits for service experience research.

Findings – Key findings shows that some research methods are more appropriate capturing children's experience data. Study also suggest that some methods are more appropriate for capturing data of co-creation in children’s social contexts.

Research implications – The paper builds contribution by increasing understanding on how different research methods capture dimensions of service experience co-creation and help researchers interested in studying children’s experiences to select an appropriate methodology for conducting their research.

Originality/value – Service experience research lacks paper that pieces together different methodology approaches capturing complex phenomenon of children’s experiences.
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Managing intellectual liabilities by service recovery

Purpose – The paper studies intangible liabilities in a practical management setting with an overall aim to develop better managerial practices to avoid depreciation of organizations’ intangible assets.

Design/methodology/approach – Empirical examination of the studied phenomenon was carried out in construction industry. Empirical data was gathered in two phases. First, 16 persons engaged to customer service in four construction companies were interviewed. The purpose was to identify intangible liabilities. After the interviews, two workshops in two companies were organized to reflect findings and to improve and develop organizations’ service recovery practices.

Originality/value – The novelty value of the suggested approach lies in cross-disciplinary consideration of customer experience as an antecedent of various processes that may have negative impact on organizations’ intellectual capital, and further on performance. The paper conceptualizes the hidden renewal capability of contradictory and negative customer experiences by analyzing their potential implications on IC, especially in relational capital.

Practical implications – Contributions of the paper relate to its practical research approach and focus on relational liabilities. The paper provides new understanding about intellectual liabilities within a certain industrial context and discusses more generalizable aspects to be considered in managing intellectual capital.

Keywords – Intellectual liabilities, Intellectual capital, Service recovery, Customer satisfaction
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A typology of inter-firm project networks
While existing literature has provided rich insights into the nature and functioning of inter-firm project networks, relatively little is still known about how these temporary organizational networks differ from each other. Drawing from transaction cost economics and social embeddedness literatures, this paper provides an attempt to elaborate how two antecedent factors, namely structural embeddedness and goal ambiguity may relate to the governance structures set up to ensure that projects will be carried out efficiently and effectively by inter-organizational networks of heterogeneous participating firms. A typology of project networks derived from earlier literature is presented and discussed in light of earlier research. This typology provides an initial attempt at highlighting how the mechanisms used to safeguard, coordinate and adapt interdependent economic transactions may differ between inter-firm project networks.
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Developing the project-based firm’s relationship with distributors in the delivery of complex systems
Many project-based firms in industrial markets use distributors to save cost, utilize local expertise, and maximize coverage in their global markets. Distributors in business-to-business market are not only wholesalers but they are representatives of the focal firm’s business in defined regions. The purpose of this paper is to increase understanding on the role of distributors in delivering complex systems and highlight the importance of developing distributors’ capabilities in the delivery of complex systems. A qualitative case study was conducted in one project-based firm. The results show that the project-based firm and distributors have close collaboration in the different phases of system delivery. The results contribute by identifying different required distributor capabilities that are grouped into business, relational, marketing, and delivery capabilities. The manufacturer needs to develop the distributors’ capabilities to move them from a standard equipment seller to a partner that can take an active role in delivering complex systems to the customers. The development can be divided into actions independent from projects and those closely related to the different phases of system delivery.
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Introducing the project value framework: An integrative view of the multidimensionality of project success measurement
Measuring a project’s success has been extensively discussed by practitioners and researchers alike. However, practice and research tend to provide a large number of different success measures which form a fragmented whole. Some of the used success measures even seem to be in conflict unless contextualized in terms of reference to time, or in terms of taking a perspective of a specific stakeholder. The purpose of our paper is to develop a conceptual framework for measuring project success that integrates those key dimensions necessary for understanding the distinct contribution of individual measures in the overall project assessment. The proposed project value framework relates benefits with sacrifices by considering explicitly time (in the system lifecycle), perspective (of a project stakeholder) and context (of the
project itself) to select a set of measures to determine project success. We analyze the extant literature of project success to develop the project value framework. We see that the conceptual understanding of project success and value, and the key dimensions that are necessary for making sense of various success measures, has a potential to contribute significantly to the management of project operations in organizations that use projects as specific forms of organizing their activities.
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Practices for program scope definition and goal setting in change programs
Organizations establish change programs to renew their business and implement their strategy. Programs coordinate the activities and projects in the strategic change, to achieve the pursued benefits. As the success of programs is usually assessed in terms of achieving the program benefits, there is a need for better understanding on how the benefit expectations are converted to the program scope and goals. The purpose of this paper is to explore change program scope definition based on company strategies, and the conversion of scopes towards program goals. The aim is to present the practices the organizations use to define the scope in change programs and, thereby, develop new knowledge on the process of program scope definition. A qualitative study was performed in three programs involving change in information systems, processes and organizational structures in two technology companies. The results show that organizations specify program scopes based on assumptions about the status of the organization, and develop use case scenarios of the target state of processes to convert benefit expectations to goals. The findings contribute by specifying actions for scope definition and offering a more formal view to it in information system oriented organizational changes, when compared to behavioral organizational changes.
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Surviving project discontinuities: Relationship quality and extrabusiness relationship maintenance practices in project relationships
Project-based firms repeat projects in similar kinds of project networks and may often benefit from maintaining long-term relationships with their suppliers. Maintenance of extrabusiness relationships is needed during project discontinuity in order to ensure that relationships do not decay or dissolve. This paper explores relationship quality between a project-based firm and its suppliers, and mechanisms to maintain extrabusiness relationships during project discontinuity. We collected interview data in one business network with long-term and recurrent project collaboration in a situation in which the actors were not engaged in a joint project together. We explored the experienced relationship quality at the early phase of discontinuity and identified extrabusiness relationship maintenance mechanisms used during project implementation. Specific extrabusiness maintenance activities were not found during the discontinuity but, instead, certain relational and business-related activities during project implementation seem to carry over the project discontinuity as well. The results show evidence that strong relationships characterized by technical congruence, reciprocal dependence, complementing technological commitment and developed during a long-term, recurrent and demanding project execution, do not require active maintenance during periods of project discontinuity.
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The business of projects in and across organizations

An organizational perspective of project management emphasizes the use of projects as means for profitable, sustainable business. To maintain a successful project business, it is not sufficient for project execution to be managed efficiently. Instead, the lifecycles of projects must be managed strategically. Significant business choices concerning project scope, partner relationships, and financial commitments are made before a project is planned or implemented. Similarly, significant business implications occur after a project has been completed, when the project’s results are in the customer’s use and may require repetitive or continuous services. This chapter outlines the business of projects through the decisions that occur at the front end of projects, the management control of projects during project execution, and the services offered to build continuous customer interaction over the lifecycle of product use. We will illustrate the business aspects of projects through examples of three empirical studies. The chapter will contribute to the extant literature by revealing the business lifecycles of projects in their contexts, mapping the business-inducing events of projects in and across organizations, and highlighting new avenues for research, particularly at the boundaries of projects and their broader business contexts.

Using sales agents in project marketing

Many project-based firms (PBF) provide tailored solutions to a global marketplace. Success in project marketing calls for both a systematic collection and processing of customer information and active development of customer relationships on potential markets. When the base of PBF’s potential customers is not necessarily concentrated on specific market areas, project marketing activities may be prohibitively expensive to be fully carried out in-house. To combine the ability to serve global markets with an acceptable cost level, the PBF may outsource a part of its project marketing activities to external sales agents. As the use of sales agents is insufficiently covered in previous project research, we explore how Energy Solutions, a PBF delivering solutions to the process industry, routinely utilizes sales agents in its project marketing process. Drawing on interviews carried out with 14 individuals, our analysis resulted in a categorization of sales agents based on the breadth of their involvement in the project marketing process: no agent involvement, agent as lead seeker, agent as consultant, and agent as value-adding partner. The findings highlight the different ways to involve sales agents in project marketing and complement earlier research discussing the roles of external actors in the marketing of complex systems in the global marketplace.
Challenges of collecting B2B customer insight from multiple channels

The purpose of the paper is to study the challenges that B2B companies are confronting when trying to understand their current and potential customers through digital channels and utilizing these viewpoints in innovation development. The paper combines literature on innovation, B2B customer experience and challenges related to digital channel usage. The study comprises 17 qualitative customer interviews and a web survey for 167 customers. The paper discusses why the customers want or do not want to express their needs in digital channels and if some of those reasons are dependent on sellers' or customers' actions. As a result, a categorisation of buyers according to their role in buying and social media usage at work is presented. Identified challenges are grouped into data, process or management challenges.
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Analysing the role of crowdfunding in entrepreneurial ecosystems: A social media event study of two competing product launches

The aim of the explorative study is to understand the role of crowdfunding in the facilitation of customer engagement for entrepreneurial ecosystems, using data from two recent events of competing product launches. We conducted an event study that employed content analysis and emotion analysis, as well as social set analysis (SSA) of Facebook data to uncover and better understand crowdfunder (investor and customer) engagement and interactions before, during and after a crowdfunding campaign event. Our paper focuses especially on the role of Jollas tablet crowdfunding campaign in the development of its fanbase in relation with Nokia’s tablet launch during Slush 2014 event. On the basis of the above analyses and related literature, we present propositions about various types of engagement with the potential to facilitate the evolution of entrepreneurial ecosystems. We discuss the results, and evaluate the implications of crowdfunding on customer engagement for entrepreneurial ecosystems, and conclude with directions for future work. One of the key contributions of the study is the introduction of a new data source and approach for co-creative interaction between companies and their customers, as well as an approach to support the study of ecosystems from a customer perspective.
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Forecasting sales in industrial services: modeling business potential with installed base information

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to examine how installed base information could help servitizing original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) forecast and support their industrial service sales, and thus increase OEMs' understanding regarding the dynamics of their customers lifetime values (CLVs). Design/methodology/approach – This work constitutes a constructive research aiming to arrive at a practically relevant, yet scientific model. It involves a case study that employs statistical methods to analyze real-life quantitative data about sales and the global installed base. Findings – The study introduces a forecasting model for industrial service sales, which considers the characteristics of the installed base and predicts the number of active customers and their yearly volume. The forecasting model performs well compared to other approaches (Croston's method) suitable for similar data. However, reliable results require comprehensive, up-to-date information about the installed base. Research limitations/implications – The study contributes to the servitization literature by introducing a new method for utilizing installed base information and, thus, a novel approach for improving business profitability. Practical implications – OEMs can use the forecasting model to predict the demand for - and measure the performance of - their industrial services. To-the-point predictions can help OEMs organize field services and service production effectively and identify potential customers, thus managing their CLV accordingly. At the same time, the findings imply new requirements for managing the installed base information among the OEMs, to understand and realize the industrial service business potential. However, the results have their limitations concerning the design and use of the statistical model in comparison with alternative approaches. Originality/value – The study presents a unique method for employing installed base information to manage the CLV and supplement the servitization literature.
Future industrial services: pathways and tools for service business renewal
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Limit Order Books and Liquidity around Scheduled and Non-Scheduled Announcements: Empirical Evidence from NASDAQ Nordic

Information arrivals may drive investors to require immediacy, generating sudden liquidity demand across multiple price levels in limit order books. We document significant intraday changes in stock limit order book characteristics and liquidity beyond the best levels around scheduled and non-scheduled company announcements. At aggregated level, liquidity beyond the best levels behaves quite differently from the bid–ask spread around scheduled announcements. Moreover, scheduled announcements improve multi-level liquidity to an exceptionally good level. We also provide evidence for pre-reactions in order books before non-scheduled announcements, which suggest the possibility of information leakage.
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The use of performance measurement information in the work of middle managers

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how middle managers utilize performance measurement information in their work. More specifically, the study gives understanding on the impact of performance measurement, policies and procedures (formal controls), and individual intuition and experiential knowledge (informal controls) on strategy implementation and decision making. The study also identifies hindrances to the use of measurement information.

The study is carried out as a semi-structured interview study in Finnish companies representing five industries and 29 interviewees. Empirical data were analyzed deductively according to the research framework combining informal and formal management controls with two managerial processes.

This study contributes to the earlier literature by highlighting the usage of performance measurement information as opposed to developing new measures. In addition, the novelty value of the paper relates to the focus in the work of middle managers which has gained less attention in the previous research.
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Assessing business learning by analysing ERP simulation log files
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Tunneledata toimintaprosessien kehittämisessä - faktaa vai fiktiota?
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The nexus between social media behaviour, negative consumer emotions and brand disloyalty
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Identifying weak ties from publicly available social media data in an event

The concept of weak ties was introduced by Granovetter through the seminal paper titled "Strength of weak ties". Since then the role of weak ties in general and their specific role as occupying the structural hole has been explored in many different fields. In this study, we identify actual or potential weak ties using publicly available social media data in the context of an event. Our case study environment is community managers' online discussions in social media in connection to the yearly-organized Community Manager Appreciation Day (CMAD 2016) event in Finland. We were able to identify potential weak ties using the conversation based structural holes, making use of social network analysis methods (like clustering) and content analysis in the context of events. We add to the understanding of and useful data sources for the Strength of weak ties theory originated from Granovetter, and developed further by other researchers. Our approach may be used in future to make more sophisticated conference recommendation systems, and significantly automate the data extraction for making useful contact recommendations from them for conference participants.
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Developing a conceptual model for the relationship between social media behavior, negative consumer emotions and brand disloyalty

Companies have been facing the dark side of social media. Particularly, the odds of customer complaints and brand insults have increased tremendously. Social media has given a voice to disappointed consumers. They use the voice when they feel negative emotions, for example, due to product failures, service problems or unethical behavior. It seems reasonable to expect that the more ubiquitous social media becomes, the more it persuades people to share also their negative experiences. However, although social media raises new challenges for companies, it also gives them new opportunities. Social media enables companies to trace disappointed customers, evaluate their impressiveness and communicate with them. The conceptual paper aims to develop a model for the relationship between social media behavior, negative consumer emotions and brand disloyalty. The argument of this paper is that although social media gives consumers more power which is manifested in sharing negative emotions related to the company, the effect this has on brand disloyalty depends on the company’s behavior.

Enhancing the supplier's non-contractual project relationships with designers

Project delivery involves networks of customers, contractors, sub-contractors, suppliers, and designers. Strong interorganizational relationships are considered relevant to project performance. Previous research has focused on contractual relationships in direct supply chains, with little attention to suppliers and their non-contractual relationships. This study develops and tests a framework of relationship strength and its antecedents in the non-contractual relationship
between suppliers and designers as third parties in construction projects. The intent is to identify the key factors relevant
to enhancing the supplier’s non-contractual relationships with designers. The results reveal the supplier’s activeness and
technical capability as antecedents to trust, and supplier’s technical capability and supplier-designer cooperation beyond
project boundaries as antecedents to commitment. The different antecedents of trust and commitment imply alternative
pathways for strengthening non-contractual relationships in construction projects, thereby deviating from activities in
contractual relationships. Further research is proposed on other types of third parties and other antecedents of
commitment.
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Study on the capability to measure stakeholders’ brand experiences with a consumer-centric measurement framework
The target of this paper is to introduce a general brand experience measurement scale that can be used to measure brand
experiences of the stakeholders of a company. It is proposed that also stakeholders’ brand experiences can be measured
with a measurement scale developed for consumer marketing research.
In literature, there are various different kinds of individual brand constructs and measurement frameworks that have been
developed for tracking consumers’ brand perceptions; however, these models have not been frequently used to measure
brand-related aspects outside consumer-centric situations. The tracking of stakeholders’ brand experiences can help companies to position their brands better in the tightening global competition where also stakeholders have a critical role and can influence the performance of the company (Hult, Mena, Ferrell, & Ferrell, 2011).

Brands are experienced via stimuli that can be either controlled by the company, including, for example, advertisements, logos, sales environments, sales packages, and services, or then they are out of their control, for example, brand related information can spread freely on the social media or by word-of-mouth (Brakus, Schmitt, & Zarantonello, 2009; Keller, 2013). Thus, it can be said that the measurement of brand experiences can give valuable information to the company on what is the status and reputation of the brand. However, it is not only the customers or consumers that have brand experiences, also stakeholders encounter brands and the way they experience them can have a major impact on how they interact and promote the brand in other contexts. Some B2B marketing theories have brought up the importance of understanding long-term relationships between buyers and sellers, including experiences associated with the relationship (Hadjikhani & LaPlaca, 2013) as well as purchase risks (Brown, Zablah, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2011).

Brand experiences can be measured, for example, with a measurement scale (Brakus et al., 2009) that has been extended with an eco-friendliness dimension (Saari, 2016). This model has been tested with consumers, and this paper argues that the same scale can be useful for monitoring the brand experiences of other stakeholders as well. The extended brand experience scale can be used to monitor whether consumers and stakeholders experience a certain brand to be ecofriendly, and how positively or negatively they are inclined towards the eco-friendliness of the brand experiences.

With the raising focus on stakeholders’ important role in solving environmental problems, the role of stakeholder marketing becomes more critical for a company (Homburg, Stierl, & Bornemann, 2013). And in this situation it becomes also more crucial to follow up what are the brand experiences of stakeholders. The stakeholders’ brand experiences can give a strong indication is the company implementing its strategy correctly and are all the essential elements transparently and authentically communicated to the stakeholders, especially with regard to the environmental development activities that are reflected in the eco-friendliness dimension of brand experiences.

Keywords: brand experience; brand measurement scales; stakeholders’ brand experiences; stakeholder marketing
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Categorization of effective safety leadership facets
Safety leadership is a key factor for promoting safety performance in organizations. Safety leadership is important to motivate employee safety participation and compliance, as well as to improve related safety outcomes. Based on current research, certain safety leadership competencies are vital with regard to safety performance. By developing safety leadership, organizations could improve their effectiveness by achieving better safety performance. This study aims to suggest a scheme for categorizing effective safety leadership facets and discuss the importance of developing safety leadership. The results are based on a literature review and the findings of 17 interviews carried out in a Finnish expert organization, and they are structured following the transactional and transformational leadership theory. The results point toward the importance of all traditional facets of transactional and transformational leadership with regard to safety performance, and the facet of idealized influence leadership is emphasized. Other important facets are inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and management by exception. Thus, both the transactional and transformational facets of safety leadership should be exercised and developed.
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Exploring how brand experience measurement could be used for integrating marketing and R&D
Based on a brand experience survey done on global mobile phone brands, we have analysed how brand experiences impact brand loyalty and are associated to prior product selections. We have created two conceptual models after doing exploratory factor analysis (EFA) on data collected from Finland (N=468). Our findings indicate that brand experiences of mobile phone brands consist of intellectual, sensory, behavioural, and eco-friendliness related aspects, and that the
affective dimension that has earlier been linked to brand experiences is in fact associated more with brand loyalty. Also the perception of eco-friendliness in the brand experience can have an impact on brand loyalty and it is reflected in the product selection. Thus we suggest that integrated marketing and innovation management concentrate on improving the emotions consumers have towards a brand and measure this dimension to track how the brand has succeeded to deliver intellectual, sensory, behavioural and eco-friendliness related brand experiences.
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Multiple facets of innovation and business ecosystem research: the foci, methods and future agenda
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Being a start-upper in Italy: Motivations, obstacles and success factors
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Social media analytics empowering marketing insight- A framework for analyzing affective experiences from social media content
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Comparing university students’ commitment – a multicultural case study
The aim of this research was to evaluate and compare the creative tension of university students in three different universities in South Korea and Finland. The creative tension, or the gap between a person's feeling of current reality and target for future, was analysed according to features describing their committing factors related to their universities and studies. Data for this study were collected from 41 university students through self-evaluation using internet-based survey instrument. The application was able to identify the creative tension in each group of university students, and the results show differences in creative tension across the universities and also between countries. This type of in-depth analysis into the cultural perceptions of attributes offers valuable new information for academia and businesses.
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Crowdsourcing in Business-to-Business Markets: A Value Creation and Business Model Perspective

The foundation for the analysis of this chapter builds on the value creation model of Amit and Zott (2001), where they studied the importance of sources of value creation in the field of electronic business. This model was chosen for the purposes of this study because it is developed from fundamental value creation models and dominates concerning value creation in e-business, of which crowdsourcing by utilizing social media tools represents also. Moreover, Amit and Zott’s business model (2001, p. 511), which focuses on e-business for B2C companies, can be adapted for all virtual markets in general, and also applies to B2B companies (2006, p. 20). Most importantly, the model enables to analyze the relations between value creation and business model. In next, the theoretical background of value creation is opened up especially
in the context of business-to-business markets, and furthermore, the model of Amit and Zott (2001) is presented. Lastly, crowdsourcing in business-to-business markets as the research context of the present study is discussed.
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Strategizing – i.e. the construction of strategy through social (inter)action – has been subject to relatively little academic scrutiny specifically in pluralistic expert organizations such as universities. Simultaneously, changes in universities’ operating environment, increasing managerialism and market-like pressures have increased the perceived need for strategic management also in universities. This, in turn, is manifested in various and substantial activities in and around strategizing – a phenomenon which I here call ‘strategy buzz’. Thus, the aim of this study is to increase our understanding about strategizing in the university context, including how it develops over time, and what outcomes it brings about. In addition, the aim is to facilitate the actual management of such organizations through this increased understanding.

The research strategy of this study is premised on a longitudinal single-case setting, because the research task necessitates rich informational access and close observational contact with the focal phenomenon. This research setup also enabled accumulating broad and rich data concerning how the internal and external stakeholders of the organization perceive the arrival of the ‘strategy buzz’ to the case organization, and the assessment of the implications such perceptions have for future strategizing within the organization. This study falls under the Strategy-as-Practice research tradition in the spirit of which the study is qualitative by nature and conducted with characteristically qualitative research methodology. In the analysis symbolic interactionism was used as a guiding perspective.

The results of the study indicate that supra-organizational practices have a significant and temporally increasing influence on the strategizing of the focal organization. In particular, societal discourses such as management by results, competition and change discourses appear especially prominent in this regard. The results also indicate that highly formalized and systems-mediated strategizing is not very appropriate in a pluralistic expert organization, because management control systems, for instance, and the perceived ‘mechanization’ of organizational life in general appear to create confusion and even disempowerment in a pluralistic expert organization. In other words, highly systems-mediated strategizing does not seem to be conducive towards inducing creativity and working towards shared organizational goals even if the managerial intentions behind such rigidly formalized and ‘mechanized’ strategizing are well-meaning.

The results of the study also suggest that strategizing in pluralistic expert organizations has some distinct qualities, which are not generally present in the context of contemporary profit-seeking corporate organizations. Such distinct qualities include e.g., cultural diversity and multivocality which, in turn, necessitate that strategizing in pluralistic expert organizations should be permissible and based on co-creation, instead of being manifested in a hegemonic strategy discourse which is generally perceived to originate from the top management.
Eco-Friendliness in the Brand Experience of High-Tech Products

The focus in this research is to develop a brand measurement scale for measuring how consumers experience eco-friendliness when reflecting on global high-tech brands. The aim is to examine can the eco-friendliness dimension in the brand experience of a high-tech brand be measured with a brand experience measurement scale by extending the research of Brakus et al. (2009). This research topic was selected because also high-tech companies are facing the need to analyze how consumers view the eco-friendliness of their brands in order to create greener products that could also benefit the financial performance of the company (Siegel, 2009). Eco-friendliness can be seen as an important factor for consumers when they are purchasing e.g. fast-moving consumer goods (McDonald et al., 2009) and automobiles (Kim, 2011). However, it is not still considered to be so relevant when buying consumer electronics or high-tech products and this is an area that has not been researched as extensively (McDonald et al., 2009). This dissertation focuses on this research gap and investigates how eco-friendliness can be measured in the brand experience of high-tech products.

The approach in this dissertation is empirical and the research has been conducted as a replication and extension of the existing brand experience measurement scale (BBX scale) developed earlier by Brakus et al. (2009). The BBX scale was developed further and extended with a fifth dimension for eco-friendliness to get a better understanding of the concept of eco-friendliness in the brand experience. In the design of the study, the eco-friendliness dimension was created on the basis of the attested dimensions in the BBX model, including affective, behavioral, intellectual and sensory dimensions. The theoretical background of this dissertation is based in management of high-tech innovations and especially consumer behavior and brand management research in this domain. The research includes empirical data collected in a web survey in Finland that was analyzed by using the original BBX model and two different models portraying extensions of the BBX model that also included items on eco-friendliness.

The contribution of this study is that theoretically brand experience was proved to have also an eco-friendliness dimension in addition to the affective, behavioral, intellectual and sensory dimensions included in the original BBX scale. This study succeeded in modelling the general brand experience of mobile phones based on the original BBX model and it was also confirmed that eco-friendliness is an additional, uniquely identifiable fifth dimension in the brand experience of high-tech brands. The implication of this finding is that high-tech companies should also take into account eco-friendliness that has become increasingly important in the management of corporate value and brands in the global competition (Mohr et al., 2010, Keller, 2013) in order to respond to the needs of green consumers (Chatterjee et al., 2010, Aaker, 2011, Kotler, 2011, Ottman, 2011, Accenture and UN_Global_Compact, 2014).
Designing Measures for Managing the Effectiveness for Integrated Service Delivery: The Case of a Geriatric Outpatient Clinic

Health and social services are increasingly produced in cooperation among several specialized organizations. This has increased the importance of service integration in the sector. While the literature acknowledges the need for performance measurement addressing outcomes and effectiveness of service integration, not enough is known about applying such measurement practices. This paper examines the design of a performance measurement system to support the effectiveness management of an integrated service delivery. The research identifies three aspects of effectiveness – community, client and network level. Empirical examination reveals that success factors for design of measures for integrated service delivery include consensus on the targets, coordination and fluent cooperation among actors in the network. The paper contributes to performance measurement literature by illustrating how the design of system level measurement is carried out in practice and analyzing the lessons learned.
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A Case Study on Participatory Approach to Support Shift to Experience Design of Work Tools in B2B Context

To support the shift from technology-driven to experience-driven design in a company developing work tools (materials handling equipment), we developed and applied a participatory approach to increase awareness and buy-in of experience design and related methods at the company. We 1) present user experience (UX) design guidelines developed for both designers and managers based on the participatory process, 2) report evaluation of the guidelines with designers, developers, and selected internal and external stakeholders, and 3) present a participatory approach to create personas and experience journey maps covering the product life-cycle. SWOT analysis of the guidelines revealed that guidelines need to be understandable without expert UX knowledge, managerial support is needed that was aimed to be supported by the guidelines developed for managers, and representative user participation is needed. Participants experienced positively the applied participatory approach, and the mindset change is proceeding in the case company.
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Rhetoric in customer referencing: Fortifying sales arguments in two start-up companies

Abstract This study investigates how start-up companies can strengthen their argumentation power and the persuasiveness of their scarce customer references by applying the principles of rhetoric in the business-to-business (B2B) context. We demonstrate how to fortify the qualitative information embedded in a start-up's single customer reference. By conducting a constructive study with two longitudinal cases, we develop a construction for qualitative reference information with the help of the literature on start-ups, value creation, customer references, and rhetoric. This construction of qualitative reference information for a start-up comprises (1) basic reference data, (2) the reference customer's long-term orientation, (3) the reference customer's value-in-use experiences comprising both direct benefits (i.e., monetary benefits) and (4) indirect benefits (e.g., new competencies), (5) the start-up supplier's demonstrated and improved competencies, and (6) the customer's current and future-oriented commitments to conducting business with the start-up. This study also associates each information element to aspects of rhetoric and accordingly develops propositions regarding the persuasive effects. In addition, it demonstrates the procedure for capturing information to highlight divergent customer perspectives with the assistance of the single reference customer. The key contributions of this study are the developed construction for qualitative reference information and understanding how the rhetorical approach improves sales argumentation by improving logos (rational aspect), pathos (emotional aspect), and ethos (source credibility), as well identification in B2B marketing. The construct also serves as a managerial tool for building and developing single customer references effectively. The results of this study, and particularly the developed propositions, build avenues for further research on start-up and customer reference marketing.
Social media-based value creation and business models

Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to create an organized picture of the current understanding of social media-based value creation and business models. Design/methodology/approach - Following the process model presented by Fink (2005), a systematic literature review of academic journal articles published between 2005 and 2014 was conducted. The research was grounded on the theoretical foundations of service-dominant logic. Findings - This study offers detailed descriptions and analyses of the major social media mechanisms affecting how value is created in social media-based value networks and the kinds of impact social media can have on present and future business models. Research limitations/implications - The study is limited to academic research literature on business organizations, excluding all studies related to public and non-profit organizations. Practical implications - Attention is given to developing an in-depth understanding of the functions and concrete value creation mechanisms of social media-based co-creation within the different organizational processes (e.g. in product and service development and customer services) and to updating the related practices and knowledge. Originality/value - This study provides new insight into the challenges related to research models and frameworks commonly used for observing value creation, thus highlighting the need for further studies and updates.
What brings production back? The case of Finland

This study investigates the drivers and mechanisms of reshoring in the manufacturing industry of Finland. The survey with 229 firms reveals the background, drivers and patterns of offshoring and reshoring. The results indicate that over one-third (37%) of the manufacturing companies in Finland have been active in transferring production across the national borders, both offshore and back to Finland. More production has been moving away from Finland than coming back. The drivers and benefits of offshoring and reshoring are quite different, which suggests that companies must prepare their manufacturing location strategies in line with their benefit expectations.
A fast universal self-tuned sampler within Gibbs sampling

Bayesian inference often requires efficient numerical approximation algorithms, such as sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. The Gibbs sampler is a well-known MCMC technique, widely applied in many signal processing problems. Drawing samples from univariate full-conditional distributions efficiently is essential for the practical application of the Gibbs sampler. In this work, we present a simple, self-tuned and extremely efficient MCMC algorithm which produces virtually independent samples from these univariate target densities. The proposal density used is self-tuned and tailored to the specific target, but it is not adaptive. Instead, the proposal is adjusted during an initial optimization stage, following a simple and extremely effective procedure. Hence, we have named the newly proposed approach as FUSS (Fast Universal Self-tuned Sampler), as it can be used to sample from any bounded univariate distribution and also from any bounded multi-variate distribution, either directly or by embedding it within a Gibbs sampler. Numerical experiments, on several synthetic data sets (including a challenging parameter estimation problem in a chaotic system) and a high-dimensional financial signal processing problem, show its good performance in terms of speed and estimation accuracy.
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What Engineering Scientists Know and How They Know It: Towards Understanding the Philosophy of Engineering Science in Finland

Knowledge, research and science are all concepts into which every member of the scientific community must have some kind of insight. Although nowadays there appears to be a general consensus that engineering science is a scientific enterprise in and of its own, this has not been the case for very long. As a scientific discipline, engineering science has been somewhat neglected from the standpoint of epistemology and philosophy.

This study aims at understanding the prevailing philosophy of engineering science in Finland. It strives to comprehend the essence and challenges of knowledge and knowledge-creation processes in the field. It is hoped that the resulting comprehension will improve the research community's possibilities 1) to reflect critically upon its procedures, 2) to discuss what should be studied and how, and 3) to determine on what bases the processes and results should be evaluated. It is also expected to assist in developing doctoral education and to result in better supervision by providing a framework and vocabulary for philosophical and methodological discussion.

The cognitive interest in this study is practical, and the orientation hermeneutic. The process follows the general lines of qualitative research and applies the method of qualitative content analysis. As an empirical inquiry, this study belongs to the realm of science and technology studies. The phenomenon was studied in the context of Finland in the guise of a single-case study, with Tampere University of Technology as the case.

The final results support the view that engineering science certainly is a scientific discipline in and of its own, characterised by its own technical matrix. Most engineering science research can be classified as design science. Scientific inquiry in engineering science often requires building conceptual—but also material—constructs, as well as developing new methods for different purposes (analyses, design, implementation, evaluation). Consequently, the contributions recognised in research are of many types (artefacts, methods, declarative knowledge, proposals), but they are not always the kind of knowledge adhering to technical norms. Arriving at new theories or linking knowledge to existing theories seems to be even rarer than arriving at technical norms.

Engineering science is a discipline of considerable diversity. The objectives, methods, empirical processes and results pertaining to one type of inquiry can be very different from those found in other types of investigation. This study uncovered five distinct research profiles, but there may well be more to discover.

At the moment, the philosophy of engineering science has not raised significant interest, as it appears not to have many direct consequences; yet, there are challenges that engineering scientists face that may well be rooted in the lack of common understanding about the epistemic, ontological and methodological issues of the topic.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo Estimation of Stochastic Volatility Models with Finite and Infinite Activity Lévy Jumps: Evidence for Efficient Models and Algorithms

A financial model plays a key role in the valuation and risk management of financial derivatives, and it serves as an important tool for investors to measure the risk exposure of their portfolios and make predictions and decisions. However, the popular affine stochastic volatility models without jumps, such as the Heston model, have been questioned in the finance literature in terms of their appropriateness for modelling stock prices and pricing derivatives. Many alternative model specifications have been proposed in recent decades, including the specification of non-affine variance dynamics and the inclusion of Lévy jumps. However, the complexity introduced by further model specifications leads to poor probabilistic properties, and hence most popular estimation methods are not applicable. The Bayesian estimation method is among the few that work. In this thesis, I discuss the role of new model specifications and investigate the performance of Bayesian estimation methods. First, I use an extensive empirical data set to study how the use of infinite-activity Lévy jumps in stock returns and variance improves model performance. The stock returns and variance are driven by diffusions and different Lévy jumps, including the finite-activity compound Poisson jump and infinite-activity Variance Gamma and Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) jumps. Moreover, the non-affine linear variance process is compared to the affine square-root stochastic process. With the conventional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, including the Gibbs sampler and Metropolis-Hastings (MH) methods, and the Damien-Wakefield-Walker method to cope with complicated posteriors, eighteen different model specifications are estimated using the joint information of the S&P 500 index and the VIX index for 1996–2009. There is clear evidence that in terms of the goodness of fit and option pricing performance, a relatively parsimonious model with infinite-activity NIG jumps in returns and non-affine variance dynamics is particularly competitive. In the second part of the thesis, I examine the performance of advanced MCMC algorithms. The efficiency of the MH algorithm has been questioned because of its slow mixing speed, especially in the presence of high dimensions and a strong dependence between model parameters and state variables. Generally, a class of algorithms seeks to improve the MH by constructing more effective proposals, and another combines the MCMC with the Sequential Monte Carlo algorithms. To investigate, I first conduct simulation studies to compare the estimation performance of seven advanced Bayesian estimation methods against the MH. Specifically, I use the affine Heston model, the affine Bates model, and an affine model with NIG return jumps, and examine whether the different jump structures affect the estimation results. Second, I estimate the non-affine model with NIG return jumps using the joint information of the S&P 500 index and the VIX for 2002–2005 with selected algorithms that perform well in the simulation studies. The results of the simulation and empirical studies are mixed about the performance of the algorithms. The Fast Universal Self-tuned Sampler algorithms are particularly competitive in generating virtually independent samples and achieving the fastest mixing with a fixed number of MCMC runs, and their performance is stable regardless of the model specifications. However, they are computationally expensive. The computational costs of the Particle Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC) methods are much cheaper and also efficient in mixing, and they perform best when estimating the models
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo Estimation of Stochastic Volatility Models with Finite and Infinite Activity Lévy Jumps: Evidence for Efficient Models and Algorithms

A financial model plays a key role in the valuation and risk management of financial derivatives, and it serves as an important tool for investors to measure the risk exposure of their portfolios and make predictions and decisions. However, the popular affine stochastic volatility models without jumps, such as the Heston model, have been questioned in the finance literature in terms of their appropriateness for modelling stock prices and pricing derivatives. Many alternative model specifications have been proposed in recent decades, including the specification of non-affine variance dynamics and the inclusion of Lévy jumps. However, the complexity introduced by further model specifications leads to poor probabilistic properties, and hence most popular estimation methods are not applicable. The Bayesian estimation method is among the few that work. In this thesis, I discuss the role of new model specifications and investigate the performance of Bayesian estimation methods. First, I use an extensive empirical data set to study how the use of infinite-activity Lévy jumps in stock returns and variance improves model performance. The stock returns and variance are driven by diffusions and different Lévy jumps, including the finite-activity compound Poisson jump and infinite-activity Variance Gamma and Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) jumps. Moreover, the non-affine linear variance process is compared to the affine square-root stochastic process. With the conventional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, including the Gibbs sampler and Metropolis-Hastings (MH) methods, and the Damien-Wakefield-Walker method to cope with complicated posteriors, eighteen different model specifications are estimated using the joint information of the S&P 500 index and the VIX index for 1996–2009. There is clear evidence that in terms of the goodness of fit and option pricing performance, a relatively parsimonious model with infinite-activity NIG jumps in returns and non-affine variance dynamics is particularly competitive. In the second part of the thesis, I examine the performance of advanced MCMC algorithms. The efficiency of the MH algorithm has been questioned because of its slow mixing speed, especially in the presence of high dimensions and a strong dependence between model parameters and state variables. Generally, a class of algorithms seeks to improve the MH by constructing more effective proposals, and another combines the MCMC with the Sequential Monte Carlo algorithms. To investigate, I first conduct simulation studies to compare the estimation performance of seven advanced Bayesian estimation methods against the MH. Specifically, I use the affine Heston model, the affine Bates model, and an affine model with NIG return jumps, and examine whether the different jump structures affect the estimation results. Second, I estimate the non-affine model with NIG return jumps using the joint information of the S&P 500 index and the VIX for 2002–2005 with selected algorithms that perform well in the simulation studies. The results of the simulation and empirical studies are mixed about the performance of the algorithms. The Fast Universal Self-tuned Sampler algorithms are particularly competitive in generating virtually independent samples and achieving the fastest mixing with a fixed number of MCMC runs, and their performance is stable regardless of the model specifications. However, they are computationally expensive. The computational costs of the Particle Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC) methods are much cheaper and also efficient in mixing, and they perform best when estimating the models
without jumps/with NIG jumps in the simulation studies, as well as in the fit to the VIX in the empirical studies. However, the PMCMC methods are more vulnerable to model specifications than the other algorithms; in particular, the rare large compound Poisson jumps in the Bates model significantly reduce the acceptance rate and worsen the estimation performance of the PMCMC methods.
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**Social Media in Business-to-Business Companies’ Innovation**

Regarding the increasingly important paradigm of open innovation, it is recognized that valuable innovation-related knowledge is distributed ever more widely to various actors outside the company borders, such as users, customers, and communities. Various types of novel collaborative web tools and approaches, such as social media, can enable and significantly increase the use of distributed knowledge both within and outside company borders.

It is a common assumption that it is much more difficult to utilize social media in business-to-business (B2B) innovation and the customer interface because of the significant differences in B2B markets, B2B products, and product development, for example. Despite the growing number of company experiments and academic studies, social media are still new to many businesses. The opportunities and benefits of social media are not well understood in business, especially in B2B context. Despite the recent increasing interest in the use of social media in B2B marketing, it has received little attention from the innovation perspective.

The general purpose of this thesis is to study and help to understand the use of social media in B2B companies’ innovation. The thesis focuses on the innovation process, customer interface and the related perspective of the creation and sharing of customer knowledge. The main objectives of the dissertation are to understand the challenges, new opportunities, use and benefits, as well as, functions and roles of social media in B2B innovation. The choice of carrying out the dissertation as an article thesis has offered the researcher the opportunity to study from multiple perspectives a phenomenon that has been little researched or understood. The thesis combines quantitative and qualitative research. Quantitative research approach was used to determine the current use and perceived potential of social media tools in innovation, as well as to identify challenges of social media use in B2B company innovation. Qualitative research was used to gain a deep understanding of the challenges and benefits, and roles and functions of social media in B2B innovation.

The thesis contributes to the increasing understanding on the rather little understood topic of social media and its potential in B2B companies’ innovation. Based on the research, new understanding was gained on the challenges that B2B companies face in using social media in innovation, on the new possibilities and benefits that social media provide for innovation, as well as on the applications and the roles of social media in B2B innovation.

In addition, models and theories were developed for enhancing social media use: based on the qualitative research, for example, a Social Customer Learning model was built, which aims to help researchers and managers to identify and evaluate different social media approaches in business-to-business customer interface and innovation; modifications and
improvements were proposed for media richness theory and channel expansion theory for the better consideration of the social media and the innovation contexts.
Productivity measurement at the factory level

The objective of this study was to develop a new partial productivity measurement method for the case company. The scope of this study was limited to factory-level productivity measurement. Material costs and value of inventory were excluded from the measurement. Labor productivity and capital productivity are the focus of the new method. The case company uses a make-to-order production approach, and it belongs to the mechanical engineering sector, as so many other companies in Finland do.

The developed model includes two main components: ROA and the capacity model. The Gold’s model and the American Productivity and Quality Center model (APQC model) have had the greatest influences on the structure of presented model. The model has been tested with data covering the last four years.

Strictly interpreted, the final result describes the impact of the combined effect of productivity changes and input price changes. The company representatives argued that it is crucial for them to know whether the efficiency of operations will increase, at least in such a way that it will at least cover inflation.

Realized productivity development was a pleasant surprise for the steering group. The fear that the intake of total assets would have decreased productivity proved to be wrong. The level of productivity changed nearly every month. One of the main driving forces behind the change is capacity.
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Environment Interpretation for Business Continuity in a Project Supplier’s Networks – Critical Factors in International Industrial Upgrades

Project suppliers operate in temporary networks of stakeholders with limited visibility outside of the project’s dyadic relationships. Environment interpretation can reveal opportunities but also fatal risks in complex networks. Therefore, a wider view is needed for the project supplier to develop their business continuity in networks.

Environment interpretation and business continuity of project suppliers have been given limited attention in project business and industrial networks literature, especially from business opportunity and risk recognition perspectives. This research pursues an increased understanding and introduces the concept and process of network picture alignment in a temporary project’s business as a possible tool for environment interpretation and a source of business continuity in networks. The goal is to construct a framework for a project supplier’s network picture alignment in a value system. A qualitative, constructivist research design was selected to study a real life problem, and to advance the scientific knowledge in management both in international project business and in industrial marketing in networks.

The market research collects and analyses data to comprehend the significance of a business environment change in the paper industry and its influence on the paper machinery business. Thereafter, as a special case, six similar paper machinery upgrade projects from Finland to Italy are empirically studied to perceive critical factors in temporary projects. The critical factors are deductively established for the development of network picture alignment framework. The developed framework on network picture alignment is evaluated with three industrial change cases as post mortem analysis.

The market research revealed that the competitive situation among three dominant paper machinery project suppliers changed significantly between 2008 and 2012. The Austrian Andritz suffered the most from the economic downturn but they were capable of interpreting the business environment and rapidly reached the two market dominators, the Finnish Metso and the German Voith. Andritz concentrated successfully on uncertain upgrade projects and managed to change the situation in competition.

The empirical contribution was the map of the critical factors and steps to construct the framework of market-driven network picture alignment. The theoretical contribution is that a project supplier needs to critically interpret the environment and broaden their temporary projects’ and project business boundaries outside of the focal project networks for business opportunity recognition and risk reveal. Moreover, a supplier or other focal stakeholder in the value system is suggested to align its situated network picture to other stakeholders’ network pictures in dyadic, triadic and extended networked collaboration and relationships for continuous cooperation, with the constructed market-driven network picture alignment framework. In addition, network pictures are conceptually suggested to become flexible and dynamic, with market-driven mindsets and consecutive successful network picture alignments in the context specific value system.

The business opportunity identification for a machinery upgrade requires tight interactive technical collaboration in a customer’s production process. Continuous cooperation can be reached with harmonious relationships and repetitive network picture alignments between stakeholders. However, cultural distance matters in the reach of business objectives. A project supplier’s organization and persons have to follow a market-driven mindset in context specific network picture alignment. A market-driven mindset attached to collectivistic, and entrepreneurial activities advances the business performance. Thus, a supplier can create their own path for continuous business utilizing market-driven network picture alignment framework as the core of the strategic market management in networks.

Forthcoming research should study the question “why” salience is caused in global level environment interpretation in addition to “what” and “who” cause stakeholder salience. Moreover, network picture alignments should be studied in other social interaction processes, for example in business acquisition integrations. When the situated network picture version is the focus of this research, the representationalist and mentalist alignment versions would need further understanding. As the dissertation reveals network picture dynamization and consecutive network picture alignments as features of evolving project businesses, they are suggested as topics of future research.
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If we critically look at the evolution of the Tourism Industry (TI), we can note that, in the past decade, nothing has changed as much as ICTs and the Internet which caused an extensive transformation of the TI. Both demand and supply of ICT, together with innovation in transportation and international trade agreements, have evolved the tourism sector in operational workflows, management and marketing of new of tourism experiences. The massive use of new technologies has facilitated the rise of new flat organizational models where traditional brokers have disappeared, replaced by direct connections between local providers and tourists, or they have been reconfigured into new forms of dynamic and web-based tourism package providers. The depicted industry evolution shows potential, unthinkable just a few years ago, for local service providers usually marginalized from main tourism flows, due to their small sizes, and who are unable to compete in the globalized market. In many regions characterized by a niche tourism vocation, local tourism operators have started organizing themselves spontaneously in Collaborative Networks in order to create aggregate tourism offers that are able to compete with big tourism operators thus transforming regions with potential and vocation in real tourism destinations. The main social effect of instantiating these tourism partnerships, is the stimulus towards Tourism Business Ecosystems (TBEs) giving local tourism service providers a means for economic growth. The aim of this paper is to describe how the organizational paradigm of CNs, applied to the TBEs knowledge management and supported by ICTs, can be the key means for the growth of emerging TBEs. Such models are able to reengineer the tourism destination management model in order to gain much more flexibility in service provision and provide tourists the possibility to live an augmented tourism experience. In this paper we point out that tourism destinations, in an effort to give services able to actively support each phase of the 2.0 tourist lifecycle, can benefit from collaborative network models.

Knowledge Management and Emerging Collaborative Networks in Tourism Business Ecosystems
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How to support managers’ commitment to safety management and leadership in organizations: good practices from the managers’ viewpoint
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Personal constructs concerning safety and atmosphere
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Standardizing the service delivery system for repetitive industrial services
Manufacturers need to develop efficient service deliveries that can be used for multiple customers with different equipment. The service delivery system can support service repetitiveness through standardization. The objective is to increase understanding on features and requirements of standardization in the service delivery system and identify means for efficient service delivery in triadic settings. The qualitative multiple-case study with three manufacturing firms reveals different relevant factors for standardization for reactive and proactive services and highlights certain practices in triadic customer participation. Equipment and remote technologies both challenge and enable standardization and require new competences.
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Use of equipment lifecycle data in industrial services

Manufacturing firms can use equipment lifecycle data to enable industrial services. With the increased centrality of information technology, they may need cooperation with software providers, and this cooperation is still poorly understood. This study pursues increased understanding on the use of equipment lifecycle data in industrial services. An exploratory study with four software providers and two manufacturing firms reveals unexploited opportunities for industrial services through intensified triadic cooperation and clarifies the task division between manufacturing firms and software providers. A framework is suggested, on the conditions enabling and promoting success in the services based on equipment lifecycle data.
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Developing commercialization plans through stakeholder interaction: Patterns identified from Public-Private Innovation Projects
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Examining exploration/exploitation along the innovation process in a network: Insights from a case HYGTECH.
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Institutionalizing a service innovation in complex networks: The case of developing and diffusing electronic prescription in Finland.
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Identifying critical technology actors in waste flow management
Waste flow business ecosystems include numerous actors ranging from regulatory bodies actively involved in numerous business and non-governmental actors. High amount of actors can be considered as an entry barrier for new technological actors. Yet, business potential that relates on waste flow management is enormous globally but without conceptualizing the ecosystem in detail level, the business potential might not be fully discovered. In the present study we followed existent insights in literature and applied business ecosystem theories into Brazilian waste flow business. Based on our framework, critical technology actors can be identified in the waste flow management and possibilities they enable may be revealed. We also discuss fruitful avenues to continue the research further.
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Asymptotic expansion of European options with mean-reverting stochastic volatility dynamics

We develop methods for pricing European options under general mean-reverting stochastic volatility dynamics, which can be used with both affine and non-affine volatility models. In our methods, the option price under stochastic volatility is expanded as a power series of parameters or variables by transferring the original partial differential equation to a set of solvable inhomogeneous Black–Scholes equations. The analytic approximation is more generally applicable than the fast Fourier transform, because it does not rely on the existence of a characteristic function. Finally, we numerically demonstrate our approach with the Heston, 3/2, and continuous-time GARCH models.
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**Customized service solutions for project business**

Project-based firms are supplementing their technology-based offerings with services, to build continuity into their customer relationships and add customer value. Project-related services can be offered using multiple business model options. Where different customers may require customized service solutions, suppliers need to consider whether and how they can customize service-related offerings efficiently. The purpose of this study is to increase understanding on customization and the use of customer information in project-related service design and delivery processes. We employed a qualitative multiple-case research design, to explore the customization and use of customer information in project deliveries. The results show that companies engage in additive and subtractive customization in their project-related services, despite their increasing pursuit of standardization. They also engage in resource intensive search for customer information, while remote monitoring is foreseen as a strong option for the future. The results illustrate the need for different approaches towards customization for different types of services and during the different stages of the project life cycle.
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**Defining product end-of-life strategies in new product development.**

New product development is about creating new offerings to the market and new business for the supplier. At the same time, it needs to consider the end-of-life options for the product, due to increasing legal and regulatory requirements towards eco-friendly product designs. Even if sustainability has become a relevant concern in product development, previous research does not sufficiently cover how end-of-life strategies can be taken into account in new product development processes. This study explores the ways in which environmentally conscious manufacturing firms consider end-of-life strategies in their product development processes. A pre-study with two companies and their external service provider is reported, covering the different practices for identifying end-of-life options and factors relevant in considering product end-of-life strategies during new product development. The results open up avenues for focused studies on the front end of innovation that is identified as the crucial phase for initiating material choices and other end-of-life considerations.
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**Project control toward lifecycle value at the front end of delivery projects**

The lifecycle value of delivery projects is defined in the early phases of the project, and it implies benefits both for the supplier and the customer. Companies increasingly expect value beyond tangible technologies, for example through project-related services. This study develops new knowledge on creating lifecycle value in delivery projects and how lifecycle value creation is controlled in the early phases of the project. An embedded case study with two delivery cases in an engineering firm is conducted, to map the means of controlling the creation of lifecycle value. The results demonstrate that suppliers promote and control lifecycle value particularly through sales argumentation, relationship management, and contracting processes. We contribute by identifying and categorizing the relevant dimensions of project control used for promoting lifecycle value at the front end of delivery projects. This pilot study will pave way toward a broader multiple-case study covering different companies and delivery project types.

**Lean start-up companies by means of crowdsourcing**

Lean start-up approach provides both small and larger companies a novel, important and useful way to organize their business development, while reducing related high risks. Traditional start-ups face a multitude of significant challenges and risks. A study by Ghosh showed that as many as 75% of all start-ups fail. Earlier research has preliminarily demonstrated that crowdsourcing has the potential to reduce the risks of failure of start-ups, as well as overcome some of the inherent challenges lean start-ups face. We argue that crowdsourcing can significantly improve the leanness and agility of start-ups’ business functions.
industry organizations and observations in six workshops, while the network aimed at joint market entry. The paper presents 11 enablers and six barriers discovered in the networks formation phase. The findings contribute to understanding the enablers and barriers in network formation affecting failure, especially the significance of network strategy formulation and communication to network organizations in intentionally formed networks. Presenting conclusions for academics and managers, the paper fulfils the gap in the literature of whole networks, particularly their failures in their formation phase.
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Replacing project managers in information technology projects: Contradictions that explain the phenomenon
According to anecdotal evidence, project managers working on information technology (IT) projects are occasionally replaced, although the literature on information systems (IS) and project management (PM) makes little mention of it. With a view to narrowing this knowledge gap the authors examined the reasons behind the practice. The authors took an interpretive approach to the data gathering and analysis, and collected descriptions about replacing project managers (RPM) from interviews and questionnaires (n=43). The concept of contradiction served as a lens through which to identify the underlying reasons. Contradiction refers to statements asserting or expressing the opposite of another statement. The authors identified four contradictions explaining why RPM occurs in IT projects. These contradictions show that RPM appears to be a simplistic solution when there are more fundamental issues to consider. The implications extend to education, practice, and research in the context of IT project management.
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Network archetypes in the network formation phase - case new market entry of Finnish maritime network

A theory of co-opetition in supply networks with specified four archetypes has been proposed in the earlier literature. As the model is not yet exhaustive, this study examines it in a case network in its formation phase. The findings bring new contribution to understanding the model of supply network archetypes and the utility of its four interrelated elements in forming strategic supply networks. The results provide novel evidence that competing situation within network and network organizations’ co-opetitive or non-collaborative strategies with competitors, are essential information when forming a network, determining its network level objectives and governance.

Meeting radical change: SMEs and innovation capabilities and strategic foresight

Meeting radical change: SMEs and innovation capabilities and strategic foresight.
Examining Innovation Barriers along Innovation Process in Multi-Industry Hygiene-Technology Network.
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User experience in technology investment decisions of industrial firms
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Corporate managers' perceptions of safety and its value: an interview study of five internationally operating Finnish companies

A manager's active role is generally considered to be essential for successfully managing and improving safety. For example, managers are in the position to make safety-related decisions. To be able to make decisions, managers need to have a sufficient understanding of safety-related issues, such as the economic aspects of safety, the significance of which has recently increased. In order to support managers’ safety-related responsibilities, it is important to understand their perceptions of safety. This paper discusses how corporate managers value safety and perceive the role of the economic aspects and evaluations of safety. Moreover, corporate managers’ views on safety are discussed in relation to different economic situations. Twenty-three management representatives from five large-scale industrial Finnish companies were interviewed. The interviewed managers saw safety as an essential part of company operations and they mentioned many
ways that business and economic factors affected safety. Nevertheless, they approached safety strongly from the
traditional viewpoint of the reactive measurement of accidents and costs and as an ethical principle instead of seeing
safety as part of doing business. One can question whether safety is included sufficiently in decision making if it is only
approached as a value in itself and whether the situation would be different if managers had more and better tools to
model the economic aspects of safety. Economic evaluations could be useful particularly in times of austerity when
resources are scarce. At the same time, the benefits and limitations of the tools for modelling economic aspects of safety
need to be considered.

Decision making on sustainability in product development projects
Companies use various evaluation and decision making criteria in their product development projects, to ensure the
selection of the right projects to their project portfolio. Recently, sustainability has become an increasingly important
decision parameter in companies, but it has not, yet, been studied sufficiently as part of decision making in product
development projects. This study pursues increased understanding on the ways in which companies can embed
sustainability into their decision making and information search. We employed a qualitative, interview-based research
design with three environmentally oriented companies and studied their practices of sustainability-related decision making
in projects. The results map factors relevant in sustainability-based decision making particularly concerning the product
development task, decision makers, decision elicitation and decision aggregation. Sustainability-orientation in decision
making particularly reveals internal information processes, decision makers' different incentives, cost saving orientation
and relationships between different project evaluation criteria as relevant factors. The paper contributes by supplementing
a generic framework of relevant factors in product development decision making with specifics in sustainability-based
decision making.

Enhancing the supplier’s third-party relationships in construction projects
Project delivery involves networks of customers, contractors, suppliers, and various third parties. Previous research has
focused on contractual relationships in the direct supply chains, with less attention to third parties and non-contractual
relationships. This study develops and tests a framework of relationship strength and its antecedents in the non-contractual relationship of component suppliers and designers as third parties. The intent is to identify factors relevant to enhancing the supplier’s third party relationships. The results reveal the supplier’s activeness and technical capability as antecedents to trust, and supplier’s technical capability and supplier-designer cooperation outside projects as antecedents to commitment.
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Moving manufacturing back: a content-based literature review
The purpose of this research is to systematically review and analyze the state-of-the-art of research on the backshoring, reshoring, and insourcing of manufacturing, published in peer-reviewed international scientific journals. We identify 21 articles from 2005 to 2015. The content analysis identifies 23 factors that influence the decision to move manufacturing back, and which we categorize in 8 clusters. We also analyze the content with respect to research methodology, industry type, and firm size. Furthermore, we provide suggestions for further research on the phenomenon of moving manufacturing back in a research agenda.
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Remote monitoring systems as enablers for project-related services
Project-based firms complement their system deliveries with services. Remote monitoring assists these firms in monitoring the use of the installed base of equipment and offering services that meet the customers’ needs. This paper analyses how remote monitoring systems can enable project-related services. A qualitative study was conducted at three engineering firms that provide technology-based solutions and services for a global installed base of equipment. The paper demonstrates different value drivers for using remote monitoring systems, discusses opportunities for utilizing remote data to improve project-related services and enablers, and describes barriers in implementing remote monitoring systems. Ultimately, the research highlights the role of remote monitoring systems in enabling services during the project lifecycle.
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Accounting prototypes supporting product development: integrating different actors' viewpoints
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Oppivan organisaation kehittäminen osaavaksi organisaatioksi. Tapaustutkimus suomalaisessa teollisuusyrityksessä
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Role of public regulators in demand response business ecosystem - Case New York State electric power market

This paper draws on business ecosystem research and concepts to study the structure and interdependencies of demand response business network in New York State power market, with a particular focus in investigating the role of public regulators in the business ecosystem. The analysis suggests that while demand response aggregators operatively lead the ecosystem, the regulators hold a central role in both the birth and sustainability of the ecosystem through their authority in setting market rules and performance requirements as well as in their control of the demand response program funding mechanisms. Moreover, an analysis of the distribution of economic value generated by the ecosystem indicates that only a minimal portion of the value surplus accumulates to the ecosystem's operative customers (NYISO and utilities), which suggests that they may have only limited incentives to support the growth and sustainability of the business ecosystem.
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Cost consciousness: Conceptual development from a management accounting perspective

Purpose - This paper aims to take note of the need to better understand cost consciousness from a management accounting perspective and serves as an exploratory study striving to analyze how the notion has been addressed by management accounting scholars. Design/methodology/approach - This paper presents the findings of a thorough literature review identifying the drivers, interpretations, definitions and results which management accounting scholars have associated with cost consciousness. Findings - This paper has synthesized the definitions and interpretations by considering their conceptual broadness and the subjects that cost consciousness characterizes. In addition, various potential drivers of cost consciousness have been identified where management control systems play a major role. Also, this paper summarizes both the positive and negative outcomes which scholars seem to expect from an increase of cost consciousness. Research limitations/implications - Given that no prior work has focused on the conceptual development of cost consciousness, it was necessary to infer most of the interpretations, drivers and results which management accounting scholars have associated to the cost consciousness notion. Originality/value - Cost consciousness is a concept that appears in hundreds of peer-reviewed articles on management accounting. However, only a handful of management accounting scholars have defined or evaluated this concept to a certain degree. As a result, what management accountants believe cost consciousness to be, how it is driven and what result may be expected from it, is nowhere to be found in any synthesized manner. The findings of this paper develop the concept of cost consciousness by illuminating the common use of the construct across various disciplines.
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SmartWoW – constructing a tool for knowledge work performance analysis

Purpose – New Ways of Working (NewWoW) refers to a novel approach for improving the performance of knowledge work. The purpose of this paper is to seek innovative solutions concerning facilities, information technology tools and work
practices in order to be able to "work smarter, not harder." In order to develop work practices toward the NewWoW mode there is a need for an analytical management tool that would help assess the status of the organization's current work practices and demonstrate the impacts of development initiatives. This paper introduces such a tool.

Design/methodology/approach – Constructive research approach was chosen to guide the development of the Smart ways of working (SmartWoW) tool. The tool was designed on the basis of previous knowledge work performance literature as well as on interviews in two knowledge-intensive organizations. The usefulness of the tool was verified by applying it in four organizations. Findings – SmartWoW is a compact questionnaire tool for analyzing and measuring knowledge work at the individual level. The questionnaire consists of four areas: work environment, personal work practices, well-being at work and productivity. As SmartWoW is a standardized tool its results are comparable between organizations. Research limitations/implications – SmartWoW was designed a pragmatic managerial tool. It is considered possible that it can be valuable as a research instrument as well but the current limited amount of collected data does not yet facilitate determining its usefulness from that perspective. Originality/value – This paper makes a contribution to the existing literature on knowledge work measurement and management by introducing an analytical tool which takes into account the NewWoW perspective.
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Making decisions on offshore outsourcing and backshoring: A case study in the bicycle industry

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are expected to generate new innovations, as well as future growth and employment for the European economy. In the last two decades a large number of European manufacturing companies have offshored their production operations to low-cost countries outside of the Eurozone. However, also bringing back home the once offshore outsourced manufacturing, i.e. backshoring, has become a notable phenomenon even if it has received less attention in research until very recently. This paper reports research on consecutive offshoring and backshoring decisions of a Northern European bicycle manufacturing company. We identified an over 30 percent cost advantage from offshore outsourcing that turned, over a two year period, into an advantage for the firm’s own manufacturing in the home country. The main reasons for the rediscovered advantage of in-house manufacturing were (1) the increasing accuracy of cost allocation procedures, (2) changes in external factors, such as exchange rate variations and supplier costs, (3) growing sales volumes and the simultaneous requirement for shorter lead-times resulting from the redefinition of the product, and (4) the network-level learning to combine factory and network-level operations. The contribution of this paper is the insight that it provides into how companies can overvalue the cost benefits of offshore outsourcing, as well as highlighting factors to be considered and the sensitivity analysis to be carried out in evaluating such decisions. (C) 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Exploring effects of ecosystem clockspeed on product performance

The performance of any technological system is dependent on the performance of its subsystems. The evolution of the entire technological systems performance is determined by the performance improvements in deficient sub-systems. In this paper, we extend earlier notions of clockspeed measurement [6, 7] in our examination of the evolutionary dynamics of technological systems. We study the time lag in reverse salience improving the overall system performance and its relation with subsequent product performance. Our empirical study of the product performance investigates the product performance of the PC (personal computer) games. Our findings suggest that the evolution of the PC technological system with respect to computer gaming function is losing forward momentum on the processing speed performance front, while maintaining momentum on the graphics performance front.
Internet-of-things disrupting business ecosystems: A case in home automation

The paper presents a case study of Internet of Things (IoT) technology application and its disruptive nature on the business ecosystem. The disruptive nature of changes is analyzed with identification of changes incurred to the business ecosystem as IoT is introduced to the marketplace. The results of a case analysis exemplify how business ecosystems are changing due to opportunities provided by IoT.
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Riding for a fall in outsourced ISD: Transferring knowledge between onshore vendor and offshored unit
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The Role of User Experience in a Business-to-Business Context

As industrial companies strive to discover new ways to provide value for their customers, their focus has shifted from offering products and services to creating superior experiences for customers and users. This study focuses on the role of user experience (UX) in a business-to-business (B2B) context. The main objective is to increase the understanding of how UX is perceived and utilized in the suppliers' and customers' activities within a B2B context. From the suppliers' view, the focus is on the role of UX in research and development (R&D) and also in sales and marketing (S&M). In the customer companies, the aim is to create knowledge about whether UX has an impact on technology investment decisions. In addition, a comparison is made between the users and designers of specific products considering the importance of UX-related attributes. A case study research strategy was adopted in order to better understand complex phenomena and the dynamics present within single settings. An embedded case study design included three cases, all of which consisted of one supplier company and two customer companies. As the study follows the research paradigm of pragmatism, both qualitative and quantitative methods are employed to address the research questions. The results suggest that although UX was seen as an important aspect, some challenges occurred in utilizing UX-related knowledge. Although supplier
companies focused on designing better experiences for the users, methods for utilizing UX in new product development (NPD) were not internalized yet in all cases and other stakeholders working outside of R&D were not actively involved in the design process. Considering UX in sales activities, it was found challenging to transfer the benefits of UX into sales argumentation or to find suitable methods for disseminating UX-related knowledge effectively for potential customers. From the customers' point of view, UX can have an indirect impact on supplier selection as previous experiences of the supplier and their products affect decision making. The products' market superiority and technical details, as well as the supplier company's reliability, were considered the most important aspects in choosing a supplier. The results also suggest that R&D mostly agrees on which UX-related attributes are important for users. The results indicate that the pragmatic aspects (e.g. reliability, ease-of-use) of technological products are more important than the hedonic aspects (e.g. attractiveness, visual aesthetics). The study's findings contribute to both prior research and managerial practices. The research provides new knowledge to the research streams of UX as well as customer value in the B2B context. First, a framework is presented in order to combine these theories and illustrate the benefits of UX for different stakeholders. The findings of the empirical part of the study contribute especially in the research on user-centered design and value-based UX selling, as well as the value of UX in technology investment decisions. Based on previous studies on UX measurement, this research also offers a systematically constructed tool for measuring the importance of UX in different contexts. The study also provides practical implications for managers striving to incorporate UX into everyday practices in their company.
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**Designing a model for profiling organizational performance management**

**Purpose:** The purpose of this paper is to design and test a model for analyzing organizational performance management (PM) practices.

Design/methodology/approach: This study follows the design science approach. Variables affecting the status of PM are reviewed and classified based on existing literature. These variables are analyzed and a compact set of critical variables are chosen to represent PM maturity. Designed model is implemented in practice as a survey receiving 271 responses, and tested by using both quantitative and qualitative approach.

Findings: The survey data are utilized in the development of four distinct PM maturity profiles. The empirical results provide understanding on the current PM maturity level and common development targets in Finnish organizations.

Research limitations/implications: External validity of the research is compromised by the context and respondent group. More in-depth qualitative studies could provide more understanding on the causes of presented findings.
Practical implications: The proposed model offers best practices to develop PM and identifies variables crucial to create satisfaction toward PM. The presented profiles also help in evaluating the status of PM in the organization examined.

Originality/value: The originality of the new model relates to its balance between rigor and relevance. In addition, the study is one of the first attempts to widely apply PM maturity models in practice. A distinctive feature of this study is the maturity profiles which are built upon empirical data.
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A management accounting perspective on safety
Management accounting supports decision making in organisations by providing managers with relevant information and analysis on the performance, costs, and benefits of a certain operation. For safety-related issues, cost-based calculations dominate practice, and typical measures include cost per injury or the total cost of accidents. Monetary information is needed to guide safety-related decision-making. Besides focusing on financial information, management accounting should also focus on non-financial information, such as safety improvement, strategic safety objectives and employee relations. In safety-related investments, the monetary costs of an investment are usually well known, but the monetary value of the benefits is hard to calculate. Thus, there is a need for cost-benefit evaluation methods, including the non-financial benefits and value created though preventing accidents. In addition to calculating the safety investment costs, the efficiency of the improvements, such as productivity improvements, quality and the value of safety goodwill, should be evaluated as well. The objective of this paper is to chart current management accounting practices related to safety issues on the basis of findings from relevant literature. Moreover, we discuss the applicability of certain management accounting methods for safety-related decision-making and how these can be used to improve current practices further. The relevant methods include the Balanced Scorecard approach, the payback period, the simple rate of return, and the benefit-to-cost ratio. They all offer means of calculating the cost and benefits of safety if the basic problems of uncertainty, valuation, perimeter of analysis, and quantification of costs and benefits are perceived. Valuing human life in cost-benefit analyses is also discussed.
A maturity model for evaluating an organisation's reflective practices

Purpose – This study aims to examine how to measure and evaluate the level at which the management control system of the organisation supports reflective practices. Though the literature on management control has recently recognised the value of reflection as a tool for organisational learning, there are few practical means of analysing the management control system alongside reflective activity. To improve and develop reflective practices for more comprehensive and systematic utilisation, the management control system has to support these practices. Design/methodology/approach – The study is based on the current literature on reflection, reflective practices and management control and the pulling together of these three areas to determine how the evaluation and measurement of reflective practices should be organised. Based on that, the maturity model for measuring how the management control system supports reflective practices is elaborated. The empirical data testing the maturity model was collected from three case organisations. Findings – As its main contribution, the study composes a maturity model for evaluating the stage of reflective practices within organisations/an organisation. The existing literature does not present models or frameworks for evaluating the maturity of this kind of competence development activity. The presented model has many advantages that make it useful for pragmatic assessment and facilitation of competence development processes. Practical implications – As a practical tool, the maturity model helps to prioritise development actions when there is a need to enforce creative thinking (transformative learning) and sense-making within the organisation. Because an organisation cannot implement all the best practices in one phase, the maturity model can be used to introduce them in stages. Originality/value – The study advances one way of defining
measures for reflective practices such that they are led from the literature on such practices. In addition, the study composes a maturity model for evaluating an organisation’s stage of reflective practice. Before an organisation can develop and manage its reflective practices or identify necessary changes, the current state of its reflective practices should be analysed.
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Assessment of student retention using the Evolute approach, an overview
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Benefits for supplier and customer with the help of logged usage data
Visual analytics of logged usage data based on end-user interactions can increase understanding of user experience and system use. This in turn can support continuous development, technology renewal and service development that enhances the end-user’s experience, as well as create competitive advantage.

Birth and expansion of innovation ecosystems: A case study of copper production
Despite the growing attention innovation ecosystems have received from scholars and practitioners, rather little is known about the crucial birth and expansion phases that these ecosystems experience. Through a single case in the complex product system (CoPS) environment, this paper investigates the development of an innovation ecosystem between 1980 and 2007. The findings demonstrate that the ecosystem’s birth phase includes sub-phases, namely, invention and start-up, where the ecosystem is reconfigured to find the appropriate form and the proper actors to satisfy the first customer’s requirements. Moreover, the duration of the expansion phase is found to be remarkably long, suggesting that within the CoPS setting, expansion may also include two or more sub-phases.
Busting myths of electronic word of mouth: The relationship between customer ratings and the sales of mobile applications

Business and academic research frequently highlights the power of electronic word of mouth, relying on the knowledge that online customer ratings and reviews influence consumer decision making. Numerous studies in different disciplines have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of electronic word of mouth communication. Previously, typically small sample studies suggest that positive electronic word of mouth increases sales and that the effects depend on the volume and valence of reviews and ratings. This study’s contribution lies in testing the relationship between electronic word of mouth and the sales of applications in a mobile application ecosystem (Google Play) with an extensive dataset (over 260 million customer ratings; 18 months). The results show that higher values of valence of customer ratings correlate statistically significantly with higher sales. The volume of ratings correlates positively with sales in the long term but negatively in the short term. Furthermore, the relationship between electronic word of mouth and sales seems to be more important when the price of the application increases. The findings also underline the importance of the choice of a measurement period in studies.
Changes in operations when introducing disruptive technologies

Disruptive technologies alter the competitive conditions by proposing new sources of value to the customers and possibly cannibalizing existing offerings. Their implications are frequently discussed from the perspective of markets and competition, whereas changes in the internal operations of manufacturing firms are not sufficiently considered. This study explores changes in the practices and delivery chain cooperation of suppliers, when introducing disruptive technologies. In an embedded case study of two disruptive material technologies, we find support for the cognitive and behavioral aspects of changes and reveal the contingent nature and unique character of technology introduction in the business-to-business context.
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Comparison of Functional, Structural, and Dynamic Business-IT Alignment Models: A Case Study
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**Consumer acceptance in new service innovation: Enhancing consumer durables with new product-related services.**

Manufacturing companies are increasingly offering services to gain benefits in the competitive markets but also to reach closer contact with their customers. However, customer acceptance of the new services defines whether the manufacturers succeed in their service launches or if the investments have been misspent. The importance of customer acceptance has been noticed widely in the previous literature but the research has not really extended to the domain of product-related consumer services. This paper contributes to this literature by discussing consumer acceptance of a product-related service but also acceptance of a manufacturer as a service provider. The focus is on a service enhancing consumer durable provided by a manufacturer through retailer network. The data was collected in two phases; preliminary data by interviews realized in one country and the actual data set by questionnaire carried out in two other countries. This study shows that the customer acceptance of product-related service is not self-evident. Considering customer’s earlier service usage, brand loyalty, and trialability of the service innovation are important in service acceptance. Surprisingly, respondent’s age and gender affected only rarely customers’ perceptions and wishes for services from manufacturers even though these factors have been found important in some other studies. As a conclusion, manufacturers introducing service innovations need to strive to enhance consumers’ service acceptance by providing information about the service for potential customers, facilitating service deployment and use as well as ensuring smooth service implementation.
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Creating sustainable value in manufacturing operations: the role of an external service provider

Manufacturing companies need to fulfill sustainability requirements in their operations. Previous research has not covered external service providers' sustainability-oriented cooperation with manufacturing firms sufficiently. The purpose is to develop new knowledge on ways to create sustainable value as part of manufacturing operations, particularly in cooperation with an external service provider. We conducted a qualitative study with two companies and mapped the activities in sustainable value creation. The results reveal a strategic approach to sustainable value, creation of sustainability by continuous improvement and development projects, and enhanced sustainable value creation through an industrial symbiosis with the external service provider.

Customers' conscious experience in a coffee shop
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Customers' New Technology Adoption Driving a Supplier's Service Innovations

Customers' known and latent needs are important drivers of service innovations in technology-based firms. Business customers may have various needs during new technology adoption, but research has not explicitly linked customers' technology adoption with suppliers' service innovations before. This study seeks an increased understanding on the creation of service innovations based on customer firms' new technology adoption. We employed a qualitative multi-method multiple-case study among three customer firms of a technology supplier, with the focus on how the customers adopted a new automation technology and how it offered possibilities for the supplier to identify service opportunities. The results show that the contexts of technology use appear important, making the technology adoption processes different across the customer companies. A broad range of service opportunities were identified, indicating attractive possibilities for technology suppliers to adapt their service offerings according to customers' processes and phase of technology adoption. Where much of the previous technology adoption research has focused on information technology and single users, the results of this study contribute by revealing the central role of process readiness and multi-user complexity in the company-level use of a new technology, and by linking service innovation opportunities to the phase of technology adoption.
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Developing a supplier's third-party relationships and cooperation in project networks
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Differentiation value through services in a manufacturer's delivery chain

The delivery of industrial goods includes various possibilities for service business. Previous research has concentrated on third-party logistics (3PL) providers’ perspective on service opportunities. This study takes the manufacturer’s perspective in inter-organizational relationships and investigates the potential for differentiation value through services associated with the delivery of industrial goods. Field observation was carried out on three high-volume construction component deliveries, to uncover differentiation value drivers and the emergence of service opportunities in a manufacturer’s delivery chain. The results complement earlier 3PL-centered goods delivery research by showing that the manufacturer’s unique product and process competences, and activities in the delivery chain drive differentiation value and enable new service opportunities. The findings, thereby, draw attention to manufacturers and their competences as sources of added-value service in the delivery of industrial goods. Manufacturing firms have various options for differentiation and centrality in the inter-organizational network through cooperation with third parties. The results reveal that third parties can be hidden sources of added customer value in the goods delivery chain. The differentiation value for different firms in the industrial goods’ delivery chains can emerge when firms begin to develop and offer services to each other, and therefore proactive and in-depth analysis of their customers’ differentiation-oriented value hierarchies is required.
Distributed Experiments in Design Sciences, a Next Step in Design Observation Studies?

This paper describes and proposes a new method for conducting globally distributed design research. Instead of using e.g. a software we tried out a completely analogue approach: Five carefully prepared packages, containing all the necessary materials and instructions for a design challenge, were sent out to supervisors in Norway, Finland, Italy, and Australia. These local supervisors then conducted the egg-drop exercise with students that are part of an international course held at CERN. As the task is conducted according to a previously tested protocol, the results gathered with this new method can then be benchmarked with this available data. This new approach to globally conducted engineering design activities avoids local bias and enables for gathering large amounts of diverse data points. One can also think of a research community where every member can send out one experiment per year and, in return, receives data points from across the world.

Based on the feedback from the supervisors we can say that from an organisational standpoint of view, this method works well. The comparison to the existing data has yet to be done.
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Ei ensimmäinen, vaan ensimmäisten joukkossa
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Emergence of relationship triads in construction project networks
Research is increasingly addressing attention to project networks, in terms of inter-organizational relationships. Very often, research is focused on customers and contractors at the center of the project networks and their strong dyadic relationships. Less attention has been paid to the non-central actors and triadic relationships, which might have significant role in project delivery and in the construction innovations. This research focuses on the emergence of relationship triad between contractor, supplier and designer. The goal of this research is to identify contractors' motives to engage in triadic relationship, and practices to adopt contractor-supplier-designer triads in the construction project networks. Qualitative, exploratory research strategy is employed in the context of construction project networks, with contractors as adopters of relationship triads. Interviews are conducted with contractors, to discover the specifics of contractor-supplier-designer relationship triads in construction projects. The results indicate that contractors are motivated to enhance their dyadic relationships with suppliers and designer, but they are also motivated and capable to adopt triadic relationships with these actors. The research contributes by showing that relationship triads promote development and innovations in construction projects. As key contributions, this research suggests practices and project conditions through which beneficial relationship triads can be adopted.
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Engaging facts and feelings in management accounting practices
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Factors Preventing the Servitisation of Manufacturing Companies

The current literature commonly suggests that manufacturers should add services to their offerings and move towards a more servitised business. Still, there are many challenges in the process and not all companies can use a similar approach to change. This study seeks to provide information on the servitisation challenges of companies that are just starting to add services to their developed product offerings. This study was conducted as a qualitative multiple-case research and data were collected using semi-structured interviews in two interview rounds. The results of this study show that there are two types of challenges facing companies when initiating their servitisation efforts: issues of managing the servitisation change and prerequisites for servitisation. First, general change management issues, such as the lack of management’s commitment and other simultaneous change efforts, can harm the servitisation initiative. Secondly, factors such as production maturity may act as prerequisites for the change. The contribution of this study relates to the challenges of the early phases of servitisation. The factors identified in this study are encountered in the early phases of servitisation, before many of the factors usually covered in the existing literature become relevant.
Human Factor in Time Management

Abstract: Time is the most important resource for leaders. Resources such as personnel, capital or facilities are crucial for leaders, but time is imperative. People's productivity, and hence organizations performance are heavily related to their time usage. Therefore, especially leaders should have conscious awareness towards their time personality. Time, however, is not an easy concept to handle for leader or even understand it. It has many different faces towards people. The challenge is that chronological time, where the business and management are done, is not nearly suitable when human relations and leadership are handled. Individuals experiences towards time differentiates to one another and different situations are constantly changing the experience of individual. Therefore, quite often, leaders recognize that it is hard to have schedules to match or plans to actualize within an agreed time. Some people fit more easily to same time reality with leader than others. Consequently, it is crucial for leaders also to understand how organization's members experience their time and how conscious their awareness is. Before it is possible to manage one's own time usage, personal time orientation, biases towards time, situation has to be understood consciously. This article handles research regarding time ontology in leadership and management environment and regarding peoples conscious awareness towards time and differences in their time reality. Research is done by developing and utilizing application called Chronos & Kairos which main purpose is to give possibility for thorough research for peoples' differences when experiencing time. Time ontology for leadership and management environment is presented as well as research and results of differences of people's time reality. Article argues that people's conscious awareness towards time differentiates and this issues should be recognized especially in leadership positions. Future research aspects and recommendations are also issued in this paper.
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Identifying the potential of performance measurement in supporting strategic purchasing and supply chain management

Purchasing and supply management (PSM) is increasingly important part of the success of companies. Many potential benefits have been identified for PSM performance measurement. However, it appears that the potential is not always realized and that the research around the topic is limited and dated. PSM takes increasingly strategic role in companies as an addition to the earlier transaction-oriented role. This study takes a strategic approach to purchasing highlighting long-term value-creation between purchaser and provider network. It aims at identifying the topical challenges and potential solutions regarding performance measurement with the chosen focus and context. The paper is based on a literature review and analysis, augmented by a survey study in four large Finnish industrial companies (2 service and 2 manufacturing companies). It appears that valuable basic research has been carried out in several relevant areas of this study. However, empirical studies testing and further elaborating the presented frameworks and conceptual ideas are hard to find. There also seems to be a certain level of mismatch between the academic ideal and the prevailing situation and challenges in practice.
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Identity change in organizations: a philosophical exposition
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Improving project control by combining earned value analysis and automatic data collection

Efficient control is critical for project success. One of the most widely discussed project control methods is earned value analysis (EVM). The accuracy of EVM calculations can be improved by combining it with automatic data collection (ADC). This paper analyzes the possibilities of combining EVM and ADC, and the main benefits and challenges related to that. A literature review was conducted to answer these questions. The study demonstrates how the problems related to the evaluation of activity progress have received surprisingly little research focus, and how ADC could be utilized to improve this area of EVM. The benefits of ADC are also not limited to just EVM; despite the choice of a project control methodology, ADC can be utilized to evaluate project progress in a continuous and more accurate way. Finally, it is demonstrated how even the "ADC-enhanced EVM" doesn't provide an adequate image of project status alone; EVM has to be combined with other project control methodologies. Based on the literature review, several areas for further research are also proposed.
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Increasing Customer Understanding for Innovation

Based on service dominant logic, when companies develop new offerings, they should increasingly focus on value-in-use – the actualised benefits that their customers gain from their products and services. This requires a very deep understanding of the customer, since it is their subjective perception that determines value at the end of the day. However, many business-to-business (B2B) companies face a situation where there are intermediaries, such as retailers, wholesalers, etc., between them and the consumer in the value chain. This means limited direct interaction between the company and its end-customers and hindered access to consumer information, which can compromise efficient and effective innovation efforts. Our study addresses this challenge by testing three different
methods – interviews, questionnaires and mystery shopping – which B2B companies offering consumer products and services can use to involve the end-customers in development activities. We examine what kind of new information can be gathered using these methods and what should be taken into account when implementing the methods in practice. While all three methods are associated with traditional market research techniques that have received much criticism, our findings show that they can be very useful in generating good ideas, especially for improving the commercialisation of new offerings and understanding the end-customers’ contexts.
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Increasing user and customer understanding through rapid ethnography in emerging markets
Rapid ethnography enables us to gain an in-depth understanding of customers and end-users as well as the business of the customers and the local market. A new approach was developed and trialled for company R&D purposes at Konecranes during the FIMECC UXUS programme.
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Lean-tuotanto ja sen johtaminen: onnistuminen, haasteet ja soveltuminen Suomen yrityksien ja muihin organisatioihin
The so-called Lean development methods are today commonly used in many types of workplaces. Many good success stories are reported but Lean-projects and the tools used in them do not always bring the desired results. The central idea in Lean thinking is the distinction of two types of efficiencies; resource efficiency and flow efficiency. Lean production systems aim at high flow efficiency but achieving it requires high resource flexibility and understanding of the uncertainty...
inherent in the production system. Lean-management is often related to certain methods and techniques, but they do not alone bring improvement without a holistic managerial philosophy that supports improvement on several levels of the organization’s activities. Successful application of Lean management implies strategic choices and long-term commitment to organizational learning and development. The popularity of Lean management in Finnish organizations indicates that there is generally room for improvement in the organizations’ operational activities. Lean management provides a structured model for development. It can bring successful results if implemented holistically and with a long-term commitment.

Managing Cultural Knowledge in Project Execution
The purpose of this study was to explore the factors through which the project implementation phase could be enhanced by cultural knowledge. The importance of studying this subject is that the exploitation of cultural knowledge (Hofstede & Hofstede 2005, Schwartz 1999, Ng et al. 2006, Hall 1976, Lewis 2006) and competence (Koskinen 2001) is still limited in the constantly increasing project-based business (Turner 1999, Arto et al. 2011, PMBOK 2004) in the international field. Two objectives exist in this study: understanding project complexity through the main challenges in project implementation and evaluating the impacts of the cultural factors behind them. We propose the multiple case study approach (Eisenhard & Graebner 2007, Yin 2014). The prominence of cultural knowledge in project implementation is difficult to determine, so the research design has exploratory features. Case project A was implemented in Sub-Saharan Africa and Case project B in the Near East. Interviewed managers worked either from distance and only visited the target country periodically or represented the perspective of an operational level manager working in the host country. The main cultural challenges that occurred in the projects are defined by these interviewees. This methodology gives evidence of the main challenges in the two case projects and clarifies the multiplicity of cultural issues in the project context. The importance of the subject was highlighted and the interviewed managers demonstrated that cultural knowledge can offer benefits. Numerous studies exist concerning the challenges in the project business (Deresky 2014,
The outcomes of the research stressed the uniqueness of projects and the situational need for cultural knowledge. The results highlighted the pervasive nature of culture in the international playing field. Companies are obliged to adjust their operations according to environments with multifaceted requirements. National cultures not only prevail within the borders of geographical areas, but are also reflected in company procedures. Therefore, their overall impact needs to be considered in international projects.
New tools to help in the recruitment process
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Proactive vision for strategy making
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Processual knowledge production in organisations dealing with projects

The more complex and innovative the organisation, the problem or opportunity, or the technology within the projects, the more significant it will be to understand how the knowledge production within the organisations dealing with projects takes place. This means that the determination of viable approaches which ensure that knowledge production takes place continuously, to help organisations implement projects, is a very important issue. Therefore, it is suggested in this paper that process thinking that involves considering phenomena dynamically in terms of movement, activity, events, change and temporal evolution, provides a fresh approach through which we may advance our understanding of the dynamics of knowledge production. It is concluded that interaction, observation, negotiation of meaning, and languaging are processes through which knowledge production takes place in organisations. However, there is also 'infinite number' of other processes that may affect the success of knowledge production, but those ones mentioned above, are always together in effect, i.e., they are totally interdependent.

Public-sector as an Initiator in a Collaborative Innovation Process
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Despite the popularity of the topic, social media research is still limited and focuses largely on the role of consumer-to-consumer (C2C) and business-to-consumer (B2C) domains (Volpentesta and Felicetti, 2012; Michaelidou et al., 2011). In many aspects, B2C social media practices are not directly useful for inter-organizational and business-to-business (B2B) purposes. The main aim of this paper is to increase the understanding of the current applications of social media in external B2B transactions. This is carried out through an extensive survey of companies in the technology industry which are operating purely in B2B markets, having only other companies as customers.

We wanted to understand how industrial B2B companies currently apply social media in their own inter-organizational applications, what potential they see for social media in this context, and what kind of support they need to better adopt social media together with their customers and partners. A population of 2488 Finnish decision makers from the Federation of Finnish Technology Industries were observed. Based on the answers of 143 different companies, 125 companies were found to wholly (100%) represent B2B markets, and these were chosen as the sample of this particular study.

Studies on social media, especially survey-based studies, have not focused solely on B2B companies, particularly on the inter-organizational applications of social media in B2Bs, except for the B2B-marketing oriented study of Michaelidou et al. (2011) and the study of social media utilization in B2B relationships by Pettersson et al. (2014). This study extends these previous studies by creating new understanding of the maturity of social media integration in businesses, organizational business problems that companies perceive can be solved with social media, and approaches that can support social media adoption in B2B companies.

Managerially, the results can be used, for instance, to better understand the various possibilities of applying social media for inter-organizational use in B2Bs, which are currently only superficially understood by a significant portion of managers. This can help support and facilitate external social media use in B2Bs.
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Strategic Change towards Future Industrial Service Business
FIMECC’s Future Industrial Services program (FutIS) was set up to promote the adoption and expansion of service business in industrial firms. FutIS program has pursued new competence and better profitability for participating industrial firms’ service business, and even the transformation of the metals and engineering industry more broadly.

This book is a compilation of articles based on studies carried out within the FutIS program. Each article reports conceptual or empirical research results in a domain that has been considered as relevant among the metal and engineering industry companies either considering or undergoing service business transformation. Various aspects of the processes, practices and cultural ramifications of the strategic change towards service business are covered, through experiences gathered in some of the 20 Finnish industrial firms involved in the FutIS program.
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Supplier Relations in the Early Phases of Service Business Transformation
Manufacturing companies are tending more and more to provide services instead of products alone. This transformation may require changing the business logic of the company, as well as renewing supplier relations. Transformation requirements and challenges have previously been studied among manufacturers in fairly advanced and successful service businesses. Less is known about developing supplier relations relative to service businesses in high-volume, low-complexity manufacturing. This paper explores the requirements and challenges of supplier relations in the early phases of service business transformation through a qualitative multiple-case study. This
study focuses on high-volume, low-complexity manufacturing, and shows that transforming a business into a more service-oriented business requires integrating the manufacturing company with suppliers to ensure service quality, fulfil service promises, and maintain a good company image. Establishing new partnerships as well as developing current ones, involves challenges with image, responsibility and readiness for change that need to be taken into account in order for the firm to successfully transform into a service business.
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Systematic Literature Review on Enterprise Architecture in the Public Sector
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Teollinen palveluliiketoiminta on esillä Tampereella
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The Company Democracy Model for the Development of Intellectual Human Capitalism for Shared Value
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The effects of performance-monitoring technology on privacy and job autonomy
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The impact of relational norms on Information Technology project success and its moderation through project governance
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The New Era of Crowdsourcing — Industrial Crowdsourcing
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The role of product retailers' service adoption in services introduction - A case of services supplementing consumer durables.

Retailers marketing manufacturers’ services have a significant role in service success and therefore their adoption of the service and commitment to its sales needs to be ensured. However, this topic has gained only limited attention in the scientific literature while majority of the adoption literature has focused on products. This paper discusses retailer adoption of service meant for end customers by reviewing the antecedents of adoption and effect of retailer’s background to service adoption. The focus is on a complementary product-related guarantee service. The data was collected by a survey among retailers of a consumer durables manufacturer in three countries. The results revealed that retailers had mainly positive attitudes towards the reviewed service indicating also service adoption. However, the adoption of the service did not ensure that the service was marketed for all the potential customers. Noteworthy is that retailers’ attitudes were positively related with their own service deployment. Thus, manufacturers utilizing retailers in service distribution need to invest in retailers’ service adoption but also ensure trialability and possibilities for fluent marketing of the service.
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The World Innovation Stock Exchange- shared value for individuals, business and society
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Three positives make one negative: Public sector is procurement

The requirement specifications are centric in the IS acquisition process, also in public sector. In addition to the regulatory factors multiple stakeholders are often involved in the procurement process. Yet their expertise varies and is often limited to a narrow sector or a specific field. For this paper, we conducted a single case study on an IS acquisition in a middle-sized city. The function nominated a project manager for the project, with little if any prior experience of IS or of their acquisition. The counterpart in the CIO’s office had that knowledge but had little domain knowledge about the requirements. The third party involved was the Procurement and Tendering office. Having specialized in serving the variety of functions in that particular field, the specific areas become inevitably omitted. All three parties argued that their requirements specifications were good, if not great. We observed how such a trident, having reported successful completion of their duties, still missed the point. The tendering resulted in little short of a disaster; two projects were contested, and lost in the market court.
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TiedeAreena 2015
Jo perintekiinnostaa TiedeAreena-tapahtuman yhteydessä järjestetään tänä vuonna ensimmäistä kertaa kaikille avoimelle tutkimusseminaari, jossa Porin yliopistokeskuksen sekä yhteistyökumppaneiden tutkijat esittelivät Satakunnassa tehtävää tutkimusta laaja-alaisesti. Kuten yliopistokeskus, myös tutkimusseminaari on aidosti monitieteinen sisältäen sessioita
Seminaarin tavoite on monitahoinen. Vaikka Porin yliopistokeskus on verraten pieni tiedeyhteisö, törmätään täälläkin usein ongelmaan, että emme tiedä tarpeeksi toistemme tutkimustyöstä. Seminaarin tarkoitus on yhdistää samaa aihepiiriä eri tieteenalojen näkökulmasta tarkastelevia tutkijoita ja edesauttaa tieteenalojenvälistä vuorovaikutuksen lisääntymistä.

Toisaalta seminaari on oiva mahdollisuus kuulla yliopistokeskuksen emoyliopistojen, Satakunnan ammattikorkeakoulun sekä alueen asiantuntijaorganisaatioiden tutkijoiden tekemisistä. Laajalle yleisölle tapahtuma luo näyteikkunan tutkimusmaailmaan.
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Pellilisyystä, sosiaalisesta mediasta, ihmisen ja ympäristön vuorovaikutuksesta, sosiaalisesta eheydestä, yrittäjyydestä ja tutkimustyön menetelmistä.

Seminaarin tavoite on monitahoinen. Vaikka Porin yliopistokeskus on verraten pieni tiedeyhteisö, törmätään täälläkin usein ongelmaan, että emme tiedä tarpeeksi toistemme tutkimustyöstä. Seminaarin tarkoitus on yhdistää samaa aihepiiriä eri tieteenalojen näkökulmasta tarkastelevia tutkijoita ja edesauttaa tieteenalojenvälistä vuorovaikutuksen lisääntymistä.

Toisaalta seminaari on oiva mahdollisuus kuulla yliopistokeskuksen emoyliopistojen, Satakunnan ammattikorkeakoulun sekä alueen asiantuntijaorganisaatioiden tutkijoiden tekemisistä. Laajalle yleisölle tapahtuma luo näyteikkunan tutkimusmaailmaan.
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Towards Business Potential of Workplace Services in Finland
People no longer work as they worked 15 years ago. One of the major changes, as Laing (2013) stated, is that the employee no longer has to go to work, but information technology brings the work to the employee. Due to the independency of work from time and place, employees are working in a new way in multiple locations. For service providers, this offers a new business field. Thus, the paper focuses on this new business opportunity. The aim of the paper is to identify the business potential to build up and elaborate the workplace service business. Interviews with national workplace service providers and international workplace experts were conducted in order to get practical insight on the topic. Based on the interviews, two development steps are required to utilise the new business opportunity: (1) the transaction-oriented way to provide workplace services should be substituted by new business models, and (2) the workplace service should be re-thought and re-designed as a service that is not solely dependent on physical space. Based on the new business model and service, a new business opportunity could be harnessed.
UX sensors - Understanding the UX of complex systems through usage analysis
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Wealthy, healthy and/or happy — what does 'ecosystem health' stand for?
The health of a software ecosystem is argued to be a key indicator of well-being, longevity and performance of a network of companies. In this paper, we address what scientific literature actually means with the concept of 'ecosystem health' by selecting relevant articles with systematic literature review. Based on the final set of 38 papers, we found that despite a common base, the term has been used to depict a wide range of hoped characteristics of a software ecosystem. However, the number of studies addressing the topic is shown to grow while empirical studies are still rare. Thus, further studies should aim to standardize the terminology and concepts in order to create a common base for future work. Further work is needed also to develop early indicators that warn and guides companies on problems with their ecosystems.
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Consumers' Views on Eco-Friendliness as a Dimension of a High-Tech Brand

High-tech companies are facing the need to perform deeper analysis of how consumers view the eco-friendliness of their brands, in order to create green product and marketing strategies. The focus of this paper is to study whether consumers associate eco-friendliness with high-tech brands, and what kinds of consumers are most pro-environmental based on demographics. The key finding of this research is that consumers consider also eco-friendly aspects when reflecting on high-tech brands on four dimensions also used to measure general brand experience: the sensory, affective, behavioral and intellectual dimensions [1]. Demographically, women consider eco-friendliness more in association with high-tech brands than men across all of the four brand experience dimensions. In addition, mature consumers consider on the intellectual and sensory brand dimensions more eco-friendly aspects than young consumers. There are no statistically significant differences in the responses based on the educational background of the respondents.

Expectations and benefits of utilizing social media tools in new product development

This paper discusses drivers of the use of social media tools by organizational members. Specifically, we contrast the expectations of senior managers of social media tool adoption with the benefits perceived by organizational members after the implementation of these tools. We analyzed empirical findings from 252 respondents to a survey of three global companies before and after social media tool adoption. The respondents to the survey held various internal functions and were from several organizational layers. According to our results, the working practices, notably in terms of information sharing, among organizations become more similar due to the social media tool adoption. We present individual-level drivers of the use of social media tools based on expectations and perceived benefits, such as increased transparency inside the organization. Additionally, based on the empirical evidence, we present both managerial and theoretical implications. The identified drivers can be used by practitioners as guidance in social media tool implementation. From a theoretical perspective, the study contributes to discussions on absorptive capacity, new product development (NPD) performance, and company-level social media tool adoption.
Massive Open Online Research: An approach to deal with wicked problems

Humans are hardwired as problem-solvers. Professional education, in particular, enables us to solve complex problems. Even decades ago, we could safely send a crew to the moon and back. A moon-bound project is a very challenging and complex problem, but it is a tame one. The problem is clearly defined and the challenge becomes how to find the best solution. As the world and issues become more interconnected, there is a different type of problem in the horizon - 'wicked' problems. A wicked problem is normally complex and challenging, but differs from the 'tame' problem because there is no agreement in terms of problem definition. A wicked problem does not allow for the 'choice' of best solution. Solutions tend to only mitigate the problem and sometimes generate unpredictable consequences. For instance, climate change is an issue that requires a level of ingenuity that cannot be achieved by a limited group of people, regardless how brilliant they are. It cannot be addressed by our dominant scientific, reductionist, discipline-based, and proprietary approach either. This paper proposes Massive Online Open Research (MOOR) as a better approach to deal with wicked problems. In terms of organization, this paper includes a literature review on online collaboration, focusing on the dynamics of knowledge creation and innovation. Selected open online research initiatives are used to contextualize the literature review. Based on the literature review and real cases, a MOOR framework is presented and discussed. Limitations and opportunities for future research are also included.
Performance Measurement Dynamism in Product Development

Guiding action with timely performance measures is crucial for attaining organisational goals. However, we lack an adequate theoretical understanding of the various loci of performance measurement dynamism to provide that timeliness. Consequently, longitudinal, qualitative studies of the notion of performance measurement dynamism have been sought in the literature. The literature has expected performance measurement dynamism to occur in situations characterised with high perceived environmental uncertainty, making product development a potential context for studying performance measurement dynamism. In product development, there are considerable uncertainties involved and also product development project controls should evolve over time to match their context. However, there is currently no adequate understanding of how organisations could maintain the timeliness of their performance measurement in product development. Contrary to some previous studies in performance measurement dynamism, this thesis takes an actor’s approach rather than a systems approach to performance measurement. By taking the actor’s approach, this doctoral thesis contributes to the literature on performance measurement dynamism by showing the various loci of performance measurement dynamism inside and outside the formal systems of performance measurement. This thesis also contributes to the literature on performance measurement dynamism by suggesting that in environments with low sophistication of performance measurement systems, the actor’s approach to performance measurement might particularly provide evidence of performance measurement dynamism. Furthermore, performance measurement dynamism is discussed along with other controls within a management control system package and as a phenomenon that is present when a management control system repair is made. This doctoral thesis draws its conclusions based on four original articles. The first and second original articles examine the area of product development project portfolio uncertainties. The findings of these two articles can be used to supplement the previous understandings of performance measurement dynamism drivers, especially in the context of product development. Interviews in Finnish industry serve as data in these articles. The conclusion based on the first two articles is that single-project-related uncertainties should also be considered as possible performance measurement dynamism drivers, supplementing the viewpoints of environment and organisational complexities as such drivers. Moreover, these original articles imply that various types of management control are applied to manage product development project portfolio uncertainties. The third original article provides a level structure of the loci of performance measurement dynamism. The loci of performance measurement dynamism provided are the role of performance measurement in a management control package, the use of measures, the selection of measures and the components of single measures. In the article, the level structure of performance measurement dynamism is illustrated by an interventionist case study at a geriatric healthcare provider. Furthermore, the positive effect of certain temporal, ad hoc measures is shown by the case study. The fourth original article examines the dynamics of repair of a management control system, particularly in product development. The article draws from an interventionist case study of the product development department within a machinery manufacturing company. The case study reveals that management control system repair takes place within the interplay of managers at different organisational levels. As a whole, this doctoral thesis contributes to the literature on performance measurement dynamism, accounting and control in new product development as well as product development project portfolio management. It provides new knowledge on performance measurement dynamism in the context of product development while taking the actor’s approach, supplementing the often-emphasised formal and process-related viewpoints to performance measurement dynamism with more informal viewpoints. With its original combination of performance measurement dynamism, product development, management accounting and control and project portfolio management literature, this doctoral thesis provides multiple further research avenues for researchers from these disciplines to draw from.
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Investor Reactions to Corporate Merger and Acquisition Announcements

This dissertation examines investor reactions to corporate press and stock exchange releases on mergers and acquisitions (M&A). Investor reactions to corporate announcements are measured in changes in the corporate stock price. The dissertation focuses on a corporate's acquisition target and its strategic intention to move within its value network, hypothesizing that different types of acquisitions create different cumulative abnormal return. Acquisition types are extended from traditional horizontal vs. vertical and related vs. unrelated acquisitions to cover all types of acquisitions. More detailed acquisition categories are needed to focus on strategic company moves and their impact on the share price.

Investor reactions have traditionally been studied by using event study on day-level analysis. Such analysis does not sufficiently reflect current stock trading, whereas algorithmic trading represents most of the total volume. Recently high-frequency trading and the overall speed of the information flow have underscored the importance of transaction-level analysis, which was adopted for this dissertation. The hypotheses in this dissertation were tested with all stock transactions during 2006-2010 in NASDAQ OMX Helsinki. These publicly listed companies published over 30,000 releases, including 548 M&A actions. Consistent with theory, the findings showed a positive compounded abnormal return (CAR) in all M&A actions. Additionally, transaction level analysis revealed a CAR in unrelated acquisitions representing an upstream change in the center of gravity, whereas day-level analysis produced no CAR. Finally, the multiple regression model of transaction-level analysis improved the coefficient of determination significantly over day-level analysis. Whereas day-level analysis is too ambiguous and therefore allows possible misinterpretation of the event time, transaction-level analysis will give additional research topics such as the speed of response to press release and investors' pre-announcement reactions.
Enhancing Absorptive Capacity through Internal Collaboration with Social Media Tools

The present research discusses social media and, in particular, it addresses the impact of the use of social media tool on intra-organizational collaboration. Absorptive capacity (ACAP) theory is used as the theoretical lens to provide the framework and metrics. These are further used to clarify and increase understanding of the impact of new working practices based on utilization of the online collaboration tools. The foundation of the study is qualitative and quantitative measurements of the collaboration practices; the research elaborates from those to analyze the impact of online collaboration tool implementation. Even though the interest in ACAP and social media as separate entities is already extensive, the existing literature combining the two research streams remains scarce. In particular, the combination in the context of new product development (NPD) from the internal collaboration perspective is not a well-studied stream in the literature. The present research focuses on social media tools used in intra-organizational collaboration, perceived and measurable benefits, and connects those to the bodies of the management literature through metrics. Bodies of the management literature that are synthesized in the current research, in particular the absorptive capacity theory and NPD success factors, build the foundation for the data collection. The research setting is constructed so that organizational practices are studied before and after the wide-scale roll-out of the social media tool utilizing mixed methods in terms of quantitative and qualitative approach. The research combines evidence based on three case organizations to identify the impact of social media tools’ utilization. The results suggest that new working practices inspired by the utilization of social media tools will enhance intra-organizational collaborations, particularly in terms of potential absorptive capacity (PACAP). Increased intra-organizational transparency and awareness about internal knowledge seem to help organizations unite members either to solve existing tasks or to utilize their intrinsic motivation. For example the organization can transfer information and knowledge between individuals easier and the absorptive capacity is greater as the discussions about ideas are stored in the virtual communities. In addition, results also indicate that active use of social media tools will reflect positively on NPD performance. The findings lead to both theoretical and practical contributions. The research enters the discussion about the nature of the absorptive capacity by offering metrics for measuring PACAP directly. The synthesized metrics connect communication and NPD environment to the PACAP and further to NPD performance through the conceptual model. The practical contribution is concrete findings that indicate, for example, increased transparency as the main driver and benefit for the both individual and organizational level for the adoption of social media tools. In addition, the research includes notes and observations about working practices that managers should be aware of when they decide to guide an organization to the online collaboration in the virtual world.
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Accounting Prototypes Supporting Product Development
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Analysis of visualization techniques supporting performance measurement process
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Applying performance measurement in service operations: analysis of contextual differences
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Are Managerial Practices Supported by Performance Information? Empirical Evidence From Finnish Companies
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A strategy framework for performance measurement in the public sector
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A View on Science-based Start-ups as Innovation Ecosystems: Exploring Functions of Basic Mechanisms
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Battlefield around interventions: A reflective analysis of conducting interventionist research in management accounting
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Bibliometric data and actual development in technology life cycles: flaws in assumptions

Purpose
Motivated with the ever growing number of bibliometric trend extrapolation studies, we demonstrate through two technologies how the selection of an upper limit of growth affects the correlation and causality of technology development measured with bibliometric data.

Design/methodology/approach
We use Gompertz and Fisher-Pry curves to model the technological development of white light emitting diodes and flash memory, and show with extrapolation results from several bibliometric sources how a typical bias is caused in trend extrapolations.

Findings
We show how drastic an effect the decision to set an upper bound has on trend extrapolations, to be used as a reference for applications. We recommend carefully to examining the interconnection of actual development and bibliometric activity.

Originality/value
We are motivated by the fact that despite increasing interest in modelling technological data using this method, reports rarely discuss basic assumptions and their effects on outcomes. Since trend extrapolations are applied more widely in different disciplines, the basic limitations of methods should be explicitly expressed.
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Brand creation via design and modularization - SMEs in international B2B markets
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Challenges and Needs for Support in Managing Occupational Health and Safety from Managers’ Viewpoints
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Challenging management situations in managing occupational health and safety
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Competitive Behavior in Industry Globalization: An Awareness-Motivation-Capability Perspective
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Creating Value through Business Models in Open Source Software
This paper explores how the use of a business model enables value creation in an Open Source Software (OSS) environment. Open Source offers one possibility for firms that are continuously looking for new opportunities and ways of organizing their business activities to increase the amount of value they can appropriate through their capabilities. We argue that this value can be attained by analysing value creation logic and the elements of business models. We demonstrate how value is created through business model elements and provide a list of questions that can help managers in their considerations with Open Source Software.
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Suppliers in metals and engineering industry are turning to user experience as a possible source of competitive advantage and value creation for the customer. Based on thirteen interviews carried out in three Finnish supplier companies, this paper explores how these companies perceive and approach user experience, and why it is in their interest to examine user experience. In these interviews, user experience was perceived both as a management tool within the company and a source of differentiation in the market. Interviewees identified the two main challenges: creating a solid value argumentation for user experience as well as showing the link between user experience and the monetary value it can create for the customer. The proposed solution to overcome the challenges includes four phases: 1) identifying the current position in turning user experience into value proposition, 2) understanding customer’s business model, 3) crafting the value proposition by showing long-term tangible and intangible impacts and using supplier’s internal knowledge on users in selling, and 4) communicating the value of user experience more effectively by improving the competence and trust of the sales personnel in user experience as a source of value for the customer. In addition, a conceptual framework for linking user experience and customer value is presented.
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Joukkoistamisen uusi aalto: Teollisten yritysten joukkoistaminen

Tämän raportin tarkoitus on tuoda yritysläätiöiseksi esille tutkimuksessa esiin tullutta tietoa ja näkemyksiä tähän asti vähän ymmärtävistä ja tutkitusta joukkoistamisen sovellusalueesta ja sen uusista mahdollisuuksista, teollisten yritysten joukkoistamisesta. Tätä aiheutaetta voinee hyvällä syylillä kutsua joukkoistamisen uudeksi vaiheeksi tai vaiheksi, koska aiemmin yritysten joukkoistamistoimenpiteet ja joukkoistamista koskevat tutkimukset ovat voimakkaasti keskittyneet kuluttajayritysten ja kuluttajien kautta tapahtuvan joukkoistamisen malleihin ja toimintatapoihin. Tällaisissa joukkoistamishankkeissa on useimmiten ollut kyse melko vähäistä ja erikoistumatonta asiantuntemusta ja osaamista vaativista yksinkertaistaisista joukkoistamistehtävistä, kuten kuluttajatuotteiden kautta tapahtuvan joukkoistamisen malleihin ja toimintatapoihin.
havaittuja sovelluskohteita sekä taustalla olevia mekanismeja ja hyötyjä erityisesti teollisessa joukkoistamisessa, tuodaan esille ajankohtaisia ja edullakkävijäryhysten esimerkkejä teollisesta joukkoistamisesta ja näiden käyttämisestä joukkoistamisen alustoista, ja autetaan ymmärtämään teollisen joukkoistamisen arvonluonnin keskeisiä mekanismeja ja elementtejä. Tämä raportti on osa Tekesin Strategisiin tutkimusavauksiin kuuluvaa SOILA-hanketta, ja sitä on tehty yhteistyössä Tekesin SPEED-hankkeen kanssa.
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